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FOREWORD
This book is the result of the strategic partnership EURopes in School EducationImaginative Lessons across the Curriculum (reference number 2014-1-RO01-KA201002908), with the support of the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union, which took
place between 1st September 2014 and 31st August 2016, involving five schools from
Bulgaria, Italy, Poland, Romania and Turkey. It is meant to examine the current practices and
possibilities of improvement in cross-curricular teaching and learning in these institutions.
Introducing cross-curricular work into our everyday teaching may be a very
demanding task due to the myriad of aspects that need to be considered. The requirements of
the curriculum, its load, the particularities of our school contexts, the time available for the
teachers to prepare their lessons, the resources at one’s disposal, maybe the lack of training in
the field in some cases, isolated interest in this approach or the authorities’ prescriptions
might make cross-curricular teaching the teachers’ bogeyman.
The meaning of our project, implicitly of the book, requires some clarification. From
the beginning, our intention was to identify those links between the participating schools, our
strengths and weaknesses in terms of cross-curricular practices, those “ropes” across Europe
which could lead to exchanging experiences.
The work is structured into four chapters. Chapter I, Curriculum analysis, represents
an examination of our core curricula so that we identify how cross-curricular teaching and
learning can be viewed through the lens of the official documents. The second one,
Theoretical background of cross-curricular teaching and learning, employs the study of
bibliography written in the participating country with the aims of tracing down crosscurricular practices. The third chapter, Mediating tools for cross-curricular learning, proceeds
to a short description of the most successful materials and tools used in our cross-curricular
lessons. Finally, the most important part of our work collects the lesson plans elaborated by
the teachers within the two years of the project.
The topic is extremely generous thanks to its multiple facets and the materials
available. The paper highlights the idea that personalizing the teaching context may be the
solution for successfully introducing cross-curricular teaching and learning.
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CHAPTER 1- Curriculum analysis
This chapter aims at analyzing the curriculum requirements in the participating
countries in terms of cross-curricular strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Each
school performed a review of its national curriculum in pursuit of identifying the best
approach to cross-curricular teaching and learning in everyday lessons. At the same time, each
school made reference to the freedom they had in choosing their own methods and content.
BULGARIA (Chastna Profilirana Gimnaziya po Informacionni Tehnologii i Obshtestveni
Komunikacii "Antoin de Saint Exupery)
The successful model of intensive study of information technology and foreign
languages, which is established in the Private High School of Information Technology and
Public Communications "Antoine de Saint Exupery", makes possible the use of multimedia
training on various subjects. The major advantage is that teachers can combine different types
of information and present it in the most appropriate way (text, graphics, animation, video and
sound). ICT is the link between all the other subjects of the curriculum.
Some of the major advantages of our school that allow the creation of cross-curricular links
are:

the specialized school equipment – there are laptops with internet access and plasma
screens in each classroom;

personalized approach to the educational process, i.e. taking into account the
individual needs and abilities of each student;

the excellent professional relations between all the teachers in the team; open-minded
professionals, willing to experiment and cooperate, exchange ideas and discuss ways to solve
problems;

reliable and convenient means of communication, available 24/7 – Google+.
The mother tongue tuition in secondary level is on a text level - the focus is on the use of
language in different socio-cultural aspects of communication; it develops practical skills,
essential for the further personal and professional development of the students, applicable in
all spheres of life; it is an excellent opportunity to relate to the use of foreign languages
(English and German) in similar socio-cultural aspects of communication.
Literature classes allow the review of the European Literature (9 and 10 grades) and trace
the development of literature in historical terms, which represents a great opportunity to relate
to other subjects – History, Geography, Foreign languages – English and German literature.
German lessons involve daily use of ICT - they are now an absolute necessity, for
example: the use of electronic course books, online exercises in the platforms of some
German publishers, watching various videos etc. German is being taught in conjunction with
History through a variety of texts, so that the students learn the most important events in the
history of Germany and the modern lifestyle of the Germans. Music as a theme is present in
all modern educational systems in German; students listen to songs, discuss lyrics and express
personal opinion – this is an integral part of the learning process, which, unlike grammar
exercises, appeals greatly to the students and is close to their interests.
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Teaching English in our institution starts in the kindergarten, continues with six classes in
grades 1 to 4, 5 classes in grades 5 to 7, 2 classes in grade 8 and 4 classes in grades 9 to 12.
This extensive training makes it possible for the students to achieve high levels – C1 for most
of them – in grades 11 and 12 and sit successfully international exams to get language
certificates. The opportunities for cross-curricular links are numerous: each module of the
course books we are using contains a culture corner unit that helps students get acquainted
with the various aspects of the English speaking countries in the world, and a curricular cut
unit that is directly related to another subjects of the curriculum – in fact all but Maths and
Bulgarian, as well as a Literature corner, familiarizing students with British and American
authors and their works. Students watch and discuss educational videos and authentic
materials – the news, interviews etc., which talk about real events in the real world that have
had a great impact on the whole world or have happened recently.
As a whole, the weaknesses we identified proved to be identical for all subjects:

poor practical training and subject content not meeting the needs of the young people
(except for the foreign languages)

existing discrepancies between the standards and programmes, and standards,
programs and course books, e.g. repetitions, lack of information, inappropriate register for the
respective age group – that makes it difficult or even impossible for students to understand
and therefore they become unwilling to learn; unreasonable proportions of the content of the
separate subjects forming one cultural and educational sphere /e.g. Physics + Chemistry +
Biology = Science/ or in different cultural and educational spheres.

overloading the students and hence reducing the interest in the learning process.

poor or insufficient communication between parents and teachers; non-engagement of
parents with the problems their children are facing and low parental involvement in the
educational process in high school.

lack of overall effective system for training and career development of pedagogic
staff.

poorly developed forms of self-studying

lack of time and conditions for practical lessons /tests/

too bulky material to be taught and learnt

insufficient number of Bulgarian language classes for practical work; very large
number of works of literature to be studied;

very time consuming – in the course of discussion and digging deeper in the matter
there is a real danger of getting too far away from the material that needs to be covered in the
lessons. Once the interest of the students is awaken, it might get difficult to control, especially
with younger students, where one question causes at least two more to arise.

in subjects such as German – a huge amount of material in the 8th grade because of the
form of National External Assessment at the end of the school year – there isn’t enough time
to develop adequate speaking skills; 9 to 12 grades – limited number of classes and
insufficient training of core competencies (reading, listening, writing), upgrading lexical and
grammatical knowledge, and improving speaking skills.
Cross-curricular teaching and learning can create great opportunities to:

expand and deepen the understanding of many common concepts studied in different
subjects;

create common tasks for two or more subjects, allowing students to:
realize that the independent search for information (e.g. for a given assignment)
activates the cognitive processes, expands the horizons and improves thinking, stimulates
creativity and urges students to find ways to master their knowledge and skills;
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come to broader theoretical conclusions based on the elucidation of many facts,
processes and laws from the standpoint of related sciences;

acquire more durable and accurate knowledge; develop analytical thinking and
practical skills, valuable for real life;

increase the efficiency and optimize the teaching and learning process;

find possible partnerships with other organizations for joint activities and support;
Furthermore, opportunities are given to students to discover the unity of the processes and
phenomena, to seek the cause-and-effect relations in them, to realize and combine various
aspects of the objective reality. Teachers are challenged to act like managers.

In subjects as Bulgarian, cross-curricular teaching and leaning caters for the
development of functional literacy and provide the students with opportunities to use their
native language in texts from different socio-cultural aspects of communication - public
speaking on various issues, participation in discussions and debates, studying various
language phenomena. It extends understanding of different trends in art together with the
possibility to interpret classic literary works in films and theater and make parallels with the
modern world.
In foreign languages – German and English- cross-curricular opportunities are virtually
unlimited: students could search and use scientific texts in chemistry, physics, history,
geography, etc. in German or English when there is insufficient information in Bulgarian or in
order to enrich their vocabulary; they could also use social networks as a means to detect
German- or English-speaking young people to communicate with and thus to be exposed to
the "real" language used by their peers and compare and contrast it with what they study at
school.

ITALY (Amedeo Di Savoia Aosta School)
The Italian educational system is compulsory from 6 to 16 years old and it is divided into
three stages of education. The First cycle of education comprises three consecutive pathways:

The Kindergarten (children aged 3-6) is the first level of the school system and the
first form of schooling, even if it is not compulsory. For three years, it contributes to the
education and the affective, psychomotor, cognitive and social development of boys and girls.

The Primary school (children aged 6-11) lasts for five years, it is compulsory for all
young Italians and foreigners who have reached the age of 6.

The Secondary school (children aged 11-14) lasts for three years, it is compulsory for
all Italian kids and foreigners who have completely finished the Primary school.
The first cycle of education ends with the state examination, the passing of which is the way
of accessing the second cycle.
The Second cycle of education concerns the secondary school level and consists of a course
lasting for five years:
- high-schools: divided into a two-year or a three-year period, after which students have the
state exam to get the school-leaving certificate.
- technical institutes: lasting for two or three years, after which students have the state exam to
get the diploma.
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- professional institutes: divided into a two-year and a three-year, after which students have
the state exam to get the diploma.
Amedeo Di Savoia Aosta School belongs to the first cycle of education. During three years,
our students are taught the following subjects: Italian (6 classes/week), Mathematics (4
classes/week), Science (2 classes/week), History (2 classes/week), Geography-Citizenship (2
classes/week), English (3 classes/week), French (2 classes/week), Technology (2
classes/week), Music (2 classes/week), Art (2 classes/week), Physical Education (2
classes/week), and Religion (1 class/week).
In addition to the curricular subjects, the school offers many other activities, related to the
curricular one.
Exploration of the territory
1.
Welcome: trip to Policoro, a small town on the sea where the pupils of the first classes
practice some sea activities at the beginning of the school year.
2.
Nature path: students explore some places in the countryside where they are in contact
with nature.
3.
Tour in the historical centre of the town, in order to know the history of our place.
4.
Educational farms: pupils spend one day in a farm where they learn to make bread,
cheese, oil, wine.
5.
Visit of the Noble Rooms of the Ducal Palace, the town hall of Martina Franca.
6.
Tour in Castellana Grotte, a small town where there are beautiful caves, famous all
over the world. In the evening, students visit the observatory, where they can see stars and
planets with a telescope.
Didactical Journeys
1.
Trip to Bari (for the first classes): a three-day trip to Bari, the capital town of our
region Puglia, and visit of some important places around.
2.
Trip to Rome (for the second classes): a four-day trip to Rome, the capital town of
Italy.
3.
Trip to a European capital (for the third classes): this year our students will visit
London.
Theatre
Pupils, during the year, go to the theatre. This year they will see:
1.
Shrek (in English)
2.
Geronimo Stilton (musical)
3.
The Sound of Music (musical)
4.
Fame (in English)
5.
The best (musical)
6.
The Barber of Seville by Gioacchino Rossini (an opera at Petruzzelli Theatre in Bari)
7.
Le Petit Prince (in French)
Library
1.
The school has a library where pupils can loan books
2.
Visit to a bookshop with activities organized by the owner of the shop.
3.
Meeting with some important authors.
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Sport Activities
1.
Fencing
2.
Yoga
3.
Athletics
4.
Volleyball
5.
Chess
6.
Swimming
7.
Water Polo
8.
Kart track
9.
Ski Holidays (one week in the mountains where students learn to ski)
10.
Blue Week (one week on the sea where students learn some sea sports)
Courses
1.
English
2.
French
3.
Spanish
4.
English with certification Level A2
5.
French with certification Level A2
6.
Singing
7.
Painting
Competitions
1.
Mathematical Kangaroo
2.
Games of Fall
3.
Rosi Games
4.
Linguistic Kangaroo - English
Legality
Meetings with Police-Finance Police
Memorial Days
1.
Day of the Armed Forces
2.
Day of the Rights of the Child (movie)
3.
Human Rights Day (movie)
4.
Memorial Day (movie)
5.
Commemoration of the victims of the Mafia (movie + meeting with a judge)
In addition to the curricular subjects, every teacher is engaged in creating extra crosscurricular projects. These projects are related to a particular topic that is being developed by
each subject. The result is a unique learning unit with common goals and objectives, but
developed in different ways according to each subject.
In 2014-2015 school year, due to the imminent opening of the Expo 2015, which had as its
theme Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life, our school decided to develop a learning unit
which could be connected to this major international event supporting the objectives and
purposes.
In particular, the theme of the Milan Exhibition is related to some of the targets set by the
United Nations:
1.
To fight extreme poverty and hunger, particularly to reduce by 50% the world’s
population suffering from hunger;
2.
To reduce by two thirds the children mortality under the age of five years;
3.
To improve maternal health, particularly reducing by three quarters the maternal
mortality ratio;
4.
To ensure environment sustainability, in particular by fostering policies and programs
for sustainable development;
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5.
To develop a world partnership for development.
In particular, our School Institute organized its own work, referring to the following
discussion points about expo:
1.
To discuss about new major social ills as well as food disorders for teenagers;
2.
To teach proper nutrition to promote new lifestyles especially for children, young
people;
3.
To enhance the knowledge of the food traditions as cultural and ethnic elements.
4.
To increase the respect about the bio-diversity, the environment as an agricultural
ecosystem, as well as the nutrition education for the health and well-being.
The transversal activities unit that was carried out during the whole school year had the
following product: creation of a book that shows the activities of each class on the topic
discussed. The methodology was to approach the topic within different school subjects.

ITALIAN

Discussion on issues related to food disorders for teenagers:
anorexia, bulimia and obesity
SCIENCE
Knowledge of biodiversity, physical and chemical aspects of
different food: proteins, carbohydrates, sugars, etc .
GEOGRAPHY
Research on food traditions of European countries
ENGLISH
British meals; typical food: recipes; the food pyramid and eating
disorders
FRENCH
La France à table; specialité de la cuisine bretonne et lyonnaise; la
sous-alimentation, au problème mondial.
TECHNOLOGY
Environment and land clean: considering the environment both as
an economic resource and as compatible development.
ART
Art related to food, looking for authors and images.
PE (Physical Education) Education for a healthy lifestyle to prevent any diseases.
RELIGION
Research related to food traditions in most major world religions
(Judaism, Islam, Eastern religions)

Strengths:

freedom in choosing some of our content and activities, apart from the compulsory
curriculum;

experience in developing cross-curricular projects (e.g. welcoming the new students,
citizenship, recycling).
Weaknesses:

some teachers do not have enough time to complete the requirements of the
curriculum (for example the French and English teachers have to get the A2 level as requested
from the CEFR – Common European Framework of Reference for Languages), that is why
they cannot devote so much time to the cross-curricular projects

lack of the right space to develop working groups.

scarcity of hands-on activities and workshops included in the national curriculum that
make theoretical teaching more concrete
Opportunities for students’ growth:

to learn by using different approaches.

to know how to connect the various fields of knowledge.

to participate in group activities comparing with others, taking on roles, completing
tasks, providing aid to those in need.
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to gain competencies in foreign languages

to select proper materials.

to solve problems.
Threats:

detachment between the actual aims of the national curriculum and cross-curricular
project.

POLAND (Zespół Szkół in Wrzosowa)
Strenghts

The teaching process is based on the content of the previous stages of teaching certain
subjects and there is always a short revision of the certain tasks at the beginning of
educational cycle (e.g. Mathematics, foreign languages).

The curriculum core is the record of all the contents written in order to apply to
students after finishing the educational stage. It is the same for all the schools and that is why
it is the basis for conducting external examinations.

There is consistency and continuation of the content of the previous stages of teaching
and there is the correlation with the contents of other subjects in the case of certain subjects
(e.g. English, Mathematics).

There is a list of the curriculum content in the form of educational requirements in
relation to students.

There are clearly depicted key skills for the subjects taught throughout the educational
cycle.

There's the focus on the implementation of self-experimentation and the development
of the methodology of scientific research.

The curriculum core is the conceptual coherence of all the levels in education. The
general requirement is a synthesis at a higher level of generality of the most important goals
of education.

The curriculum core includes the responsibilities for the school at a certain level of
education including the implementation of these requirements by the teachers and students at
school.
Weaknesses

There are too many curriculum requirements in the core to achieve the goals of certain
subjects. There is not enough time during the lessons to practise the required tasks in a
detailed way.

The field activities are not emphasised strongly enough in the implementation of the
teaching contents.

Part of the curriculum requirements is formulated in detail, while other ones are in a
large degree of generality.

There is not enough correlation between the contents of other subjects in the case of
Chemistry, Physics, Biology and Geography. It is difficult to discuss the tasks connected with
different subjects, because students do not learn the basis of the tasks early enough at the
certain educational stage.
Revision is necessary, but none of the topics are to be discussed again from the beginning
while teaching at a higher stage of education. There is not enough time to revise material
necessary for the school leaving exams.
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Opportunities

The curriculum core can be modified by every logical concept of the teacher, provided
that all the contents of the core are still involved in the teaching process.

There's the opportunity to adapt the core to the students' capabilities and needs.

Even the simplest requirement can be analysed at different levels of difficulty
depending on students' knowledge.

There's a strong emphasis on the contents related to communication and skills to help
students gain success during the exams and in their future life.

A graduate has the general knowledge of certain subjects obtained in sufficient details
to enable the process of learning in the future.

There is the introduction of the important concepts of simple examples and
observations of everyday life such as experiments, calculations, maps, films and other original
materials in foreign languages on the Internet.

The introduction of simple experiments makes students able to carry them out both at
home and at school.

The introduction of the important concepts of simple examples and observations in
everyday life (eg. such as gardening, agriculture, own body etc.) gives a better chance for
students to understand and memorise them.

There's a strong emphasis on the contents related to the important issues such as
health and environment allowing students to make decisions about their life in the future.

The practice of teaching and the results of school leaving exams are the base of the
interpretation of the curriculum core.
Threats

Curricular requirements are formulated in such a way that teachers cannot emphasise
some parts of the core. It may result in lack of developing varied skills at different levels of
education.

The curriculum core is cumulative - at the higher level of education there are the
requirements of the previous one. The student's success at the next stage depends on the
degree of the core realisation of the previous stage. It is a threat that students are not at the
same level at a higher educational cycle.

Curricular requirements are sometimes formulated in a large degree of generality. It
makes a threat of the divergence of content interpretation depending on the teacher. There is a
varied level of knowledge and there are different skills developed according to the school.

The curriculum core is cumulative. The acquisition of knowledge at the higher level of
education requires the base of the previous one. These requirements are not generally revised
unless the revision is associated with the extension of the certain task.

ROMANIA (“Otilia Cazimir” Lower-Secondary School, Iasi)
Strengths

There is a positive attitude among the teachers related to cross-curricular teaching and
learning;

The inspectors and the school principals encourage the cross-curricular approach;

The school is allowed to include such approaches into the daily lessons.
Weaknesses

The teachers’ opinion is that the curriculum is overloaded. Therefore, they have to find
their own ways of introducing cross-curricular elements;
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The teachers are not trained enough in order to organize cross-curricular lessons;
Cross-curricular lessons require the use of ICT and the school has limited resources.

Opportunities

The students like participating in lessons which make connections between the school
subjects;

Cross-curricular lessons bring benefits to students’ long-life learning.

Threats

Contradiction between the types of evaluation. The students have to sit for two types
of examinations during the secondary school. The fist one happens in the sixth grade, which is
the third phase of a longer evaluation process, started in the second and then in the fourth
grade. It is a cross-curricular exam introduced in 2012 and it comprises two written papers:
Romanian and Foreign Language and Mathematics and Science. These papers are not graded
according to the traditional Romanian grading system. Each item receives a code which tells
about the level of performance. The parents are informed about the results and the foresee
measures for improvement. On the other hand, at the end of the eighth grade, which also
represents the end of the secondary school, the students have to take an exam, subject specific
that is decisive for their future. This exam also comprises two written papers, Romanian and
Mathematics this time. The numerical grades together with the grades during the whole
secondary cycle decide the high school they will go to.
The whole Romanian curriculum for the lower-secondary schools does not have an
explicit recommendation for cross-curricular approaches. However, there are subjects, such as
Physics, which must be taught in accordance with some of the key-competences described by
the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union (2006/962/EC). “The school
curriculum for Physics aims highly at Mathematical competence and basic competences in
science and technology and, indirectly, provides the transferability of all the other key
competencies, through openness to cross-curricular approaches within the area Maths and
Science and with the other school subjects”. (School Curriculum, Physics, Grades 6 th, 7th and
8th, 2009)
However, teachers are in pursuit of cross-curricular links. For instance, the
applicability of Mathematics can be encountered in other subjects such as Physics, Chemistry,
even Geography and History but this is not specified in the curriculum. Creative and openminded teachers may choose to connect concepts such as the sphere with the shape of the
Earth or the Roman numbers with History. First, during the fifth grade, the curriculum
includes the study of the natural and the decimal numbers and exponentiation (new content).
The students are not taught Physics at this age but the teacher could introduce Maths
problems dealing with the speed of the cars. Secondly, during the fifth grade the students
became acquainted with the Roman numbers, used for writing the centuries in History. There
is a mismatch between these two subjects due to the fact that the division is studied in History
at the beginning of the school year while in Maths the concepts of decade, century, and
millennium are taught at the end of the year.
Another cross-curricular opportunity is the study of the geometry and the
measurement of the lengths, area, volume and weight which are strongly connected with
Physics, subject which is taught during the sixth grade.
The seventh grade brings students in touch with two separate branches of
Mathematics: geometry and algebra. During the algebra classes, they do calculations. The
negative numbers are better assimilated when the teacher relates them with concepts specific
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to Physics, such as the temperatures. The geometry is an abstract field which is very often
taught as such although the teachers can make use of the perimeter and areas. During the
seventh grade, most of the geometry concepts are used in learning Physics. The issue is the
same mismatch in time as noted for the fifth grade. On the other side, the algebra is extremely
abstract during the seventh grade which makes a cross-curricular approach impossible.
The spatial geometry taught during the eighth grade allows for multiple crosscurricular interpretations: areas, volumes, solid shapes. The sphere uses concepts taught in
geography during the fifth grade, such as the hemisphere. The functions can be taught by
using graphic cuts from newspapers. However, there are units which do not allow a crosscurricular approach, like the divisibility.

TURKEY (Odtu Gelistirme Vakfi Ozel Ortaokulu, Ankara)
Strengths:

freedom in editing our curriculum according to our needs.

the administration supports teachers’ studies on cross-curricular subjects.

teachers have a positive attitude towards cross-curricular studies.
Weaknesses:

teachers don’t have time to add cross-curricular subjects in our existing curriculum
because of its intensity.

there aren’t any meetings among the departments to discuss the desired crosscurricular subjects.
Opportunities:

there is enough technological support in our school.

the academic background of the teachers is sufficient enough to study such subjects.
Threats:

although the large number of students enables data collection, there might be
coordination problems among teachers.

unexpected changes and modifications in National Exam System may cause
uncertainties in means of covering the curriculum accordingly.
The following activities are examples of cross-curricular projects our school performed.
Topic: Utopia Country
Purpose:

To build a country from past (5th graders) and countries from future (6th graders) by
using imagination

To settle geographical location and conditions, language, regime of government.
Subjects to be worked with:

Social Science: Deciding on geographical location and conditions to construct the
utopia country on.

Physical Education: Choosing the games that will be played by the children who are
living during the times of the utopia country.

Music: Composing National Anthem of the country.

Math: Keeping data and statistics of country's economical stands.

ICT: Designing the presentation of country on PowerPoint.
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Topic: Music & Lyrics
Purpose:

To find an English song related with unit topic (such as technology),

To create a musical lyrics video by drawing related pictures on paint
Subjects to be worked with:

English: Identifying the words of lyrics and drawing related pictures about the chosen
song.

ICT: Producing the video of the song on MS MovieMaker.
Topic: Unlimited/Endless Cities:
Purpose:

To understand cultural values of chosen cities and to see the differencess and
similarities between cities.
Subjects to be worked with:

Social Science:
Raising awareness of students about how much they feel belonging to Ankara.
Shooting photos of Ankara which should tell about the city' socio-cultural situations.
Organizing trips to museums.

Physical Education: Learning and dancing a folk-dance of the city.

Visual Art: Creating models of the city.

Music: Learning and singing a song belongs to city.

Turkish Literature: Writing a composition about Ankara.

ICT: Designing flyers about the city.
Topic: Environmental Issues:
Purpose:

To increase the students’ awareness about environmental issues.
Subjects to be worked with:

English: Preparing a poster about the protection of the earth and reviewing the target
vocabulary.

Science: Completing a jigsaw puzzle about the different ecosystems and discussions
of the threads to ecosystem.

Literature: Completing a given story about the environment and drawing the picture
of the story.

ICT: Programming 2D animation by using Scratch Program about the environmental
issues. (such as global warming, recycling, water saving, waste... etc.)

Mathematics: Embedding environmental issues on math problems and probability.
Topic: Healthy Life:
Purpose:

To develop necessary skills and behaviors to live a healthy life.
Subjects to be worked with:

Science:
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Understanding basic organic compounds and learning reagents used to test the presence of
organic compounds in food.
Understanding the importance and the properties of a well balanced diet.
Preparing an example of a well balanced diet.

Mathematics:
Calculating the caloric value of nutrients.
Calculating mass body index.
Calculating the amount of energy that is used while doing exercises.
Calculating the amount of minerals found in nutrients.

English:
Designing a food pyramid.
Revising the food vocabulary

Modern Languages:
Designing a poster about the traditional food of different countries and classify them as
healthy and unhealthy.

Religion:
The effects of religion on people’s preferences, and their beliefs about it.

Turkish Language:
Writing a letter from a mom, who conflicts with her daughter, about the importance of a well
balanced diet.
Topic: Cell Structure:
Purpose:

To understand the structure of a cell and its functions.
Subjects to be worked with:

ICT: Using “thinkling” program to provide students’ understanding of cell concept.

Science: Understanding the cell structure and the organelles.

Art: Designing an animal and plant cell using different materials.
Topic: Simple Machines In Our Life:
Purpose:

To understand the essential mechanisms of simple machines, and the usage of simple
machines in our daily life.
Subjects to be worked with:

Mathematics:
Solving equation problems including ratio and proportion about the mechanisms of simple
machines; such as lever, gears and inclined plane.

Science:
Observing the simple machines that we use in our daily life.
Calculating mechanical advantages of using simple machines.

Technology and Design: Designing simple machines.

ICT: Designing complex machines and calculating mechanical advantages by using
“Algodoo” program.
Topic: Velocity:
Purpose:

To understand the rate of change of the position of an object in daily life and
distinction between speed and velocity.
Subjects to be worked with:
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Mathematics:
Solving the problems about the quantities that are depended on velocity.

Science:
Learning and solving problems in the case of constant acceleration. Understand that if there is
a change in speed, direction, or both, then the object has a changing velocity. Understand
distance and time graph

Physical Education: calculating the velocity when we are doing exercises associating
with displacement and time.
Topic: Book Trailer:
Purpose:

To promote the books in the library so that all of the students in the same target level
would get familiar with the books in the library. Raising awareness and creating curiosity
about the books in the library. Reach out to so many children with a single book.
Subjects to be worked with:

English: Extensive reading project.

ICT: teaching how to use ‘movie maker’ program.
Topic: 3D Book Design:
Purpose:

Creating an interactive book for very young learners of English. Triggering the
imagination and the creativity of the students.
Subjects to be worked with:

English: Writing a story (steps of writing a story).

Arts: Designing a book
Creating visuals of the book (drawing and crafting)
SUMMARY
The data above offers information about the realities in the field of cross-curricular teaching
and learning in the participating schools, with the purpose of finding its place among the
current practices of the teachers working here.
We have identified a series of factors that are in favour of cross-curricular teaching and
learning, which can be summarized as the following:

positive attitude among the teachers related to cross-curricular teaching and learning;

encouragement from the inspectors and the school principals to use cross-curricular
approaches;

existence of specialized school equipment – there are laptops with internet access and
plasma screens in each classroom;

personalized approach to the educational process, i.e. taking into account the
individual needs and abilities of each student;

excellent professional relationships between all the teachers in the team; open-minded
professionals, willing to experiment and cooperate, exchange ideas and discuss ways to solve
problems;

required correlation with the contents of other subjects in the case of certain subjects
(Physics, English, Mathematics)

focus on the implementation of self-experimentation and the development of the
methodology of scientific research.
However, it is obvious that certain conditions impede the implementation of such an
approach:
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overloaded curriculum; therefore, the teachers have to find their own ways of
introducing cross-curricular elements;

lack of training in cross-curricular teaching;

limited ICT resources;

poor practical training and subject content not meeting the needs of the young people,
except for the foreign languages;

discrepancies between the standards and curricula, and standards, programs and course
books, e.g. repetitions, lack of information, inappropriate register for the respective age group
– that makes it difficult or even impossible for students to understand and therefore they
become unwilling to learn;

disproportions between the content of the separate subjects forming one cultural and
educational domain /e.g. Physics + Chemistry + Biology = Science/ or in different cultural
and educational domains;

overloading the students and hence reducing the interest in the learning process;

lack of communication between the departments to reach common opinion ;

poor or insufficient communication between parents and teachers; non-engagement of
the parents with the problems their children are facing and low parental involvement in the
educational process in high school;

poorly developed forms of self-studying;

lack of time and conditions for practical lessons /tests;

the planning of a cross-curricular lessons may be time-consuming ;

the field activities are not emphasised strongly enough in the implementation of the
teaching contents;

inadequate correlation between the contents of the subjects. It is difficult to discuss the
tasks connected with different subjects, because students do not learn the basis of the tasks
early enough at the certain educational stage. Timing mismatch.
At the same time, the practitioners who admit the benefits of cross-curricular teaching and
learning may find some characteristics that make it possible:

students’ desire to participate in cross-curricular lessons

benefit of students’ long-life learning: activate the cognitive processes; expand the
horizons and improve thinking; stimulate creativity and urge students to find ways to master
their knowledge and skills.

increased efficiency and optimization of the teaching and learning process.

possible partnerships with other organizations for joint activities and support.

teachers are challenged to act like managers.

entitlement to modify the curriculum by every logical concept of the teacher, provided
that all the contents of the core curriculum are still involved in the teaching process.

opportunity to adapt the core curriculum to the students' capabilities and needs.

use of graded tasks according to the level of the student.

strong emphasis on the contents related to communication and skills to help students
gain success during the exams and in their future life.

introduction of important concepts through simple examples and observations of
everyday life such as experiments, calculations, maps, films and other original materials in
foreign languages on the Internet.

introduction of important concepts through simple examples and observations in
everyday life (e.g. such as gardening, agriculture, own body etc.) gives a better chance for
students to understand and memorise them.
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Finally, we do agree that some of the realities in our schools are likely to influence negatively
the engagement in cross-curricular teaching and learning.

contradiction between the types of external evaluation.

unexpected changes and modifications in National Exam System may cause
uncertainties in means of covering the curriculum accordingly.

coordination problems among teachers. Different views and approaches on the same
topic.

curricular requirements are sometimes formulated in a large degree of generality. It
makes a threat of the divergence of content interpretation depending on the teacher.

cumulative core curriculum. The acquisition of knowledge at the higher level of
education requires the base of the previous one. These requirements are not generally revised
unless the revision is associated with the extension of the certain task.
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CHAPTER 2
Theoretical background of cross-curricular teaching and learning
Motto: Focus on the journey and not on the destination!
1.The history of the interdisciplinary approaches in teaching and learning
Since the beginning of teaching and learning, interdisciplinarity has represented a
constant preoccupation of the educators, being viewed as an element of cohesion in
instruction.
As the knowledge advanced, keeping this unity has become difficult at a continuously
increasing rate. However, the quantity of information, the developments in thinking and the
discoveries have led to various approaches of the same aspect of knowledge. Therefore, more
and more subjects have emerged. Nevertheless, each developmental stage had its own
advocates of interdisciplinarity. During the Ancient period, scholars such as Aristotle,
Archimedes and Herodotus suggested their learners first formed an overall view of all the
subjects and then deepened one of them. Pliny the Elder stated in Historia Naturalis (Book
VII, Chapter I) that “the nature of the animated beings which exist upon it, is hardly in any
degree less worthy of our contemplation than its other features; if, indeed, the human mind is
able to embrace the whole of so diversified a subject”. Throughout the Middle Ages, under
the aegis of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, the scholars attempted a pedagogy of the
whole. Diderot and Larousse were great encyclopedist. Comenius viewed pansophism, the
pedagogy of the unity, as “the remedy against tearing the science into subjects without any
connections in between” (Stanciu, 2007: 103). Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859), a
German geographer and naturalist, possessing vast knowledge in the fields of Physics,
Chemistry, Geology, Mineralogy, Botany, Zoology, Astronomy, supported interdisciplinarity
in his work entitled Kosmos.
During the 19th century the idea of training in a certain field was emphasized. We are
nowadays aware of the fact that we are living in a society in which the idea of making a career
means being extremely well-prepared in a particular area. However, this fact involves a
narrow area. Eventually, it has been noticed that such instruction may lead to an intellectual
limitation accompanied by the incapacity of the young person for adapting to the requirement
of the society. In the 1970s, UNESCO launched the Integrated Science Project and in 1985
held, in Paris, the international conference L’interdisciplinarité dans l’enseignement général
which marked the beginning of the teacher traning towards and through interdisciplinarity.
In Romania, the interdisciplinary approach came into sight starting with the 17th
century.
Dimitrie Cantemir (1673-1723), a scholar belonging to the Humanism, encyclopedist,
ethonographer, geographer, philosopher, historian, linguist, musicologist, composer and ruler
of Moldavia for a very short time, published Descriptio Moldaviae and Sacrosanctae
Scientiae Indepingibilis Imago, two pieces of work in which the interdisciplinary approach
was materialized. Descriptio Moldaviae has encyclopedic features and encompasses
geographical, political, administrative, social, linguistic, ethographic descriptions of
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Moldavia. On the other hand, Sacrosanctae Scientiae Indepingibilis Imago aims at integrating
Physics into theism, a sort of reconciliation between science and religion, between the
medieval scientific determinism and the metaphysics, displaying an extreme interest in
astrology.
In Didactica postmoderna (Postmodern Didactics), Mihai Stanciu mentions that
between 1970 and 1972 two conferences on interdisciplinarity were organised in Romania.
The second benefited from international participation. Moreover, a few highschools in Iasi,
Romania, put into practice the pedagogic experiences coordinated by Professor George
Vaideanu.
From intradisciplinarity to interdisciplinarity, passing through multidisciplinarity,
Basarab Nicolescu, Romanian physicist at the Centre National de la Recherce Scientifique
Paris, defines the theoretical foundations of transdiciplinarity and outlines the
transdisciplinary model of the Reality.
This multitude of terms together with their strategies, methods, means and instruments
represent an answer to the problems we are facing day by day, problems which require fast
and firm decisions beyond limits and subject barriers. We are living in an era of globalisation
and in a sustainable world which demands the transformation of the teacher as aх expert in
their field into an expert in teaching and learning cross-curricularly.
Historical background: Emergence of integrated interdisciplinary teaching in Bulgarian
education
The first schools appeared as organs of the reigning class, intended to teach the young
the basics of its understanding of the world in order to shape their behavior according to their
interests.
The first Bulgarian schools are of the same origin. The adoption of Christianity as the
official religion contributed to the establishment of feudalism in our country and hence to the
need for schools. Another essential prerequisite for the emergence of the Bulgarian school is
the creation of the Slavic alphabet and literature. Once the alphabet was a fact, the Slavs
started creating their literature. Alongside emerged the studying and teaching activity, i.e.
school.
The first Bulgarian schools were established after the adoption of Christianity as the
state religion in the 9th century as a result of the striving for an independent Bulgarian church,
literature and culture. The disciples of Cyril and Methodius - Kliment, Naum and Angelarius,
who were expelled from Moravia, were warmly welcomed by the Bulgarian tsar – Boris the
First, and they were the founders of the Bulgarian school.
The content taught at the first Bulgarian schools was derived from the Byzantine
liturgical books used there for training purposes as well. The court school was created in the
capital Preslav, which played the role that the famous Magnaur School played in Byzantium.
Training was complex, i.e. integrated, and interdisciplinarity consisted in translations from
foreign languages into the Slavonic language, explaining the natural phenomena by the
methods of theology.
After the thriving of education in the late 9th and early 10th century, the second period
in the development of our nation when literary and cultural life were on the rise, was the 14th
century. Spiritual culture was developed, aristocratic in nature and religious in content. There
were two types of schools - elementary and higher. In elementary schools pupils were taught
reading and writing, church singing and ecclesiastical order, as well as the Christian virtues.
Higher schools complemented and expanded the knowledge acquired in the elementary ones.
They provided complex study of rhetorics and philosophy, which were also necessary for
those who were to defend the official Christianity and for the senior clerics. Philology was
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also at the core of the syllabus in some of these high schools. They insisted on manual labor
as a means of moral improvement. In the second half of the 14th century the higher schools
resembled scientific institutes, conducting research in the sphere of theology, philosophy and
philology. Furthermore, a lot of books were written and translated there.
Bulgarian feudal culture and education never reached a higher level of development
than that in the 14th century. Due to the fall of the Bulgarian people under the Ottoman rule,
the conditions for cultural life and education in the country became extremely unfavourable.
The few alive educated scholars fled abroad. Hence it became impossible to obtain higher
education in the country. Until 1940s the Bulgarian children learned to read and write in cell
schools - elementary monastery and church schools, whose task was to preserve the spiritual
culture, literary traditions and elementary education that were created and administered in
monastry schools prior to the fall of Bulgaria under the Ottoman yoke. During the nearly four
and a half-century-long slavery they are the only purely Bulgarian schools. At first they were
founded only in churches and monasteries. However, with the strengthening of the Bulgarian
craftsmanship, cell school started appearring in craft workshops, and also in private homes of
literate people. Monks were not the only ones who could be teachers. Every literate person
could become a "teacher" as long as there are students who wish to study with him. No
special furniture was required in order to open a school as students sat on a mat on the floor or
on chairs that they brought from home. Each room could be converted into a classroom.
Reading was taught by the synthetic method. The students learnt first how the letters
were pronounced, then moved on to reading the syllables /a vowel with consonant/s/
eventually started reading.
Teaching writing did not always go in parallel with teaching reading. Some students
who later became priests, could read, but did not know how to write.
Teaching calculus was considered difficult and thus not appropriate for everyone.
Mainly addition and subtraction were taught - and not in every monastery schools - and only
in rare cases, multiplication and division.
The so-called mutual schools became widely spread after 1835, but even after that some
cell schools continued working mostly in villages.
The socio-economic transformations that occurred in the country in late 18th century
and early 19th century created more favorable conditions for the Bulgarians. The emerging
Bulgarian commercial and industrial bourgeoisie needed new insights and more practical and
useful knowledge, such as arithmetics, geography, history, grammar of the spoken language,
foreign languages and natural sciences, that the religious school could not provide. Modern
secular schools emerged to meet this need.
New Bulgarian educational movement led to replacement of the cell schools with
public, mutual schools, and the religious curriculum was replaced with a new one - secular in
nature and encyclopedic in content. Its representatives insisted on using simple and easy
methods of training that rendered learning accessible to all children.
This educational movement was led by Dr. Petar Beron, the author of the famous "Fish
Primer" (1824), which was a major event in the development of Bulgarian education. Beron
rejected the religious books and advocated for diverse secular educational content. He
recommended the mutual learning, suggested adjusting the teaching to the level of students to
make it widely accessibile. He brought forward the issue of girls’ education and appreciated
it. Beron introduced three types of classes – ‘gymnastics’, aiming to keep students fit and
healthy; ‘pedevtiks’ or moral education, which aimed at overcoming the passions that prevent
people from being humane, and ‘didactics’ with the corresponding mental education, aiming
to teach adolescents basic concepts and terminology concerning the world around them and to
develop their thinking.
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The knowledge taught was presented in tables. They contained knowledge from the fields of
linguistics, moral teaching, hygiene, anthropology, physics, geography, arithmetic and other.
After the tables, some students studied Bulgarian grammar, arithmetics and calligraphy.
Writing was taught along with reading.
The first textbook authors used mainly the Russian school book as examples. At that
time Bulgaria fought against the strong Greek and Romanian influence. Many young
Bulgarians studied in Russia. After returning to Bulgaria, almost all graduates of Russian
schools became teachers. They founded the first class (major, upper, high) schools in the
country, organized and governed following the Russian model.
The programmes of the class schools depended on the education of a teacher, which he
received in Russia. Schools opened by seminarians focused exclusively on humanities and
languages, while in the program of schools opened by graduates from other schools, the
emphasis was on physical sciences and mathematics. The program of all schools, however,
included languages, sacred history, geography, arithmetics, general and Bulgarian history. In
many schools physics and natural history were taught.
With respect to methodology, the novelty was that the teacher narrated the lessons to the
students and expected them to be able to retell them with ease. In class schools students took
notes that they later used to study.
Bulgarian class school before the liberation corresponds to today's lower secondary
comprehensive school and represents a transitional stage between the primary and secondary
education. The course lasted for 2-3-4 years.
Bulgarian class girls' schools were also established mostly by Bulgarians who graduated in
Russia. The first girls' school in Bulgaria was opened in Shumen in 1856. By the time of the
liberation /1878-9/ girls' schools had been opened in all major cities. In villages, however,
conservatism was too strong and girls' schools were not good enough. The curriculum in the
girls' schools before the liberation was very similar to that in the male schools, and in many
classrooms girls' schools were taught needlework, sewing, household and more singing.
The establishment of accomplished secondary schools, whose graduates could continue
their studies in foreign universities, led to the idea of establishing a Bulgarian university.
In late 60s and early 70s of the 19th century, the so-called ‘sounds’ method was
introduced and got widely spread in Bulgaria. This is a new way for primary teaching reading
and writing, namely the synthetic or the analytic-synthetic method. Children learned to
process each sound separately, then went on to the fusion of sounds in syllables and words.
The introduction of this type of training, however, required organizational changes and as a
result the mutual learning came to an end. Upon the introduction of the new method, the
children in the primary school were also grouped into classes, called wards, and each class
had a separate classroom and each lesson was conducted by individual teachers.

2.Mono-, intra-, pluri-, inter and trans- disciplinarity
Monodisciplinarity views each subject as a separate entity among the other subjects in
the process of teaching and learning. The teacher is a specialist in their subject.
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Intradisciplinarity implies the association of two or more connected topics of study
belonging to the same area, in order to solve a problem, develop a skill or approach a subject
matter. It follows the hierarchy of the previous knowledge. However, there is the danger of
reaching the „paradox of the specialised encyclopaedism and unfair competition between the
teachers” as M. Stanciu states in his piece of work, quoting L. D’Hainaut. For example, in the
6th grade, in order to understand the characteristics of the agriculture in Great Britain, the
teacher uses the knowledge about the atmosphere, soil and the geography of the resources
taught in the 5th grade.
Pluridisciplinarity, frequently associated with multidisciplinarity, is an approach
based on topics and implies a mere connection between subjects, which preserve their specific
methods and instruments, but address the same topic in order to fulfill the learning objectives.
The advantages consist of the fact that the topic is approached in its complexity, from
multiple angles and appeals to the students. The scenario has to be gradually structured in
order to encourage the path from simple to complex. E.g. salinity approached through
Chemistry, Physics, Geography, Environment.
Professor Vaideanu views „pluridisciplinarity as the systemic communication between
specialists and subjects” and multidisciplinarity as „the juxtaposition of certain elements of
different topics in order to highlight their common elements”.
Interdisciplinarity results from the combination and the integration of the contents
specific to differnt subjects and implies a combination of methods, techniques and
instruments in order to create a scenario which encourages the students to develop those
skills necessary to daily life and integrated thinking. Accordingly, L. D’Hainaut suggested the
organisation of education so that these general principles could be used in varied contexts.
The advantage is the easiness of the transfer of the knowledge whereas the drawback is
represented by the danger of generalisation. E.g. Around the World in 80 Days, the famous
work of Jules Vernes, can be studied from the point of view of many school subjects, such as
Romanian, French, Geography, History, Physics, Chemistry, Mathmatics; the Romanian
novel Baltagul (The Hatchet) by Mihail Sadoveanu could be viewed through Romanian,
Geography, History, Ethnography.
Professor Vaideanu’s opinion makes reference to the fact that interdisciplinarity
„involves a certain degree of integration within different fields of knowledge and different
approaches, as well as the use of a common language which allows conceptual and
methodological exchanges” (UNESCO, 1986, Interdisciplinaritatea si stiintele umaneInterdisciplinarity and the Humanities).
Stanciu, in the above quoted piece of work, starts with the concepts approached by
Liviu Antonesei in O introducere in pedagogie. Dimenisuni axiologice si transdisciplinare
ale educatiei (2002) (An Introduction to Pedagogy. The Axiologial and Transciplinary
Dimensions of Education) and identifies a series of notions related to the subject matter:

Interdisciplinary correlations imply logical connections which arise when the
explanation of an aspect requires information and methods characteristic to other subjects;

Conceptual interdisciplinarity signals a series of common concepts also known as
„cohesion knots”;

Axiological interdisciplinarity emphasizes the transfer of methods from one subject to
another as well as the change of the values into behavioural and attitudinal models;

Contiguous interdisciplinarity (hybridisation) leads to the emergence of new subjects,
branches of the initial subject such bio-physics, bio-chemistry, astrology. In schools, some of
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the optional classes created at the level of the same curricular area can be considered
examples of hybridisation;

Integrative interdisciplinarity resulted in new subjects asuch as cybernetics, the theory
of the systems, semiotics.
Although pluridisciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches go beyond the borders of a
certain topic, their purpose still remains under the logic of the subject which has generated
them.
Transdisciplinarity results in the disappearance of the borders between the subjects
which study a certain topic and creates a vision beyond the subject itself , an integrated
approach. It envisages „the intelectual, affective and psychomotor steps of the students”
(Stanciu) and not the content.
L. D’Hainaut distinguishes between many types of transdiciplinarity: horizontal (how
the student transfers, correctly and efficiently, an acquisition to other subjects, proving that
learning is present), vertical (how the subjects help the student practise what they have
learnt), instrumental or structural (the teacher offers the student various instruments, learning
strategies they can use in different subjects; e.g. modelling and supporting students in using
reading strategies and their transfer to other subjects).
Professor Vaideanu views transdisciplinarity the same as the academician Basarab
Nicolescu does, namely as “a merge of subjects and the coordination of the research is
capable of creating new subjects”. Basarab Nicolescu highlights the fact that the main purpose
of transdisciplinarity is to understand the present world and to give unity to our knowledge.
To our students, this approach does not concern the subject but the development of the
intellectual, affective and psychomotor skills and the teacher consolidates their own capacities
as an expert in the field of teaching, not of the subject as it happens in the case of the previous
three approaches.
3.What does interdisciplinary teaching require?
In recent decades, alongside the more and more accentuated dissemination of
specialized sectors, the need has emerged to communicate and integrate the different fields of
knowledge in order to have a unified vision and understanding of the problems analyzed by
specialists with multiple viewpoints. The need to reconstruct the totality of knowledge was
felt, that is to analytically regain interdisciplinary knowledge which is the only form that can
satisfy the need for understanding reality as a whole.
Interdisciplinary practices are based on three principles:
1) the integration of multiple disciplines;
2) collaboration between the representatives of these disciplines;
3) developing a summary following the disciplinary meetings.
The planning of interdisciplinary teaching requires to transpose these principles to
teaching and to propose a teaching situation that allows the mobilization of more disciplines,
to experience collaboration and to practice the synthesis. The construction of an
interdisciplinary teaching begins with the identification of a theme activator which
stimulates and invites students to reflect. This type of teaching leads to an integrated
knowledge of general policy.
An interdisciplinary team (research team) comprises people who have different cultural
skills and have come together to solve complex problems. But only if you are fully aware that
no science can be deemed as the only point of view of reality, because no science can
recompose the reality in terms of total knowledge, you can be prepared for a speech of
interdisciplinary nature. The interdisciplinary approach therefore, presupposes “disciplinarity”
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and is based precisely on the safe assumption of the disciplines and their specific structure. In
fact, only knowing in depth the logical structure and methodology of their discipline, can
teachers clearly identify the possibilities of interaction with other fields of knowledge that
contribute, jointly, to the understanding of the problem studied. Discipline is inherently
interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary; it is an integral part of everything but still contains
the whole.
Challenges with implementation at school
At school, the problem arises from the need of interdisciplinary approaches to overcome
the traditional separation between disciplines, which is not communicating with each other
and sometimes ignoring each other; help to break that world and that reality, meaning that
development intends to know, understand and interpret it in its entirety. In terms of learning,
that is, interdisciplinarity arises as a need to reconstruct in a comprehensive way the
intersectoral content and learning experience of the student. The interdisciplinary approach,
therefore, through encouraging forms of communication and integration among individual
disciplines, which are all equally important in the aspect of education and culture, no doubt
enhances the learning of the student who needs to unify in synthesis the multiple information
he receives in a continuous rhythm from the environment he lives in. The teachers, as
educators, have the duty to provide, through the sciences, history, philosophy, literature,
and all other forms of knowledge, the cultural tools to understand the world and the
meaning of a reality that is becoming increasingly complex.
4.Interdisciplinary teaching essential for life
The major task of the school is to prepare students to face adult life, therefore it is
necessary that it provides integrated education, cross education, an ability to understand the
present globalized world and that it prepares the tools to critically decode this complex world.
Many empirical studies have found that among the major difficulties young people
encounter during their first work experiences there are no deficiencies of cognitive
(disciplinary or limited knowledge of working tools) character, but rather the inability to
adequately place oneself in a work environment, to know how to analyze a problem and
solve it effectively (problem solving); as well as getting emotionally involved in the work
and its context.
Knowledge and know-how
Interdisciplinarity is clearly distinguished by a close connection between knowledge
and know-how and theoretical information that stimulates the practical implications and vice
versa. Now, in a school that is placed in a prominent educational perspective, in respect of the
integrated concept of personality, you need in every way to bring together the different
educational and teaching interventions to the pursuit of educational goals unit, to reveal all
possible links between disciplines and individual teaching units. What must prevail is not
disciplinary logic, but logic training, because the subject content is significant not in itself
but as a functional approach for the pursuit of educational objectives in terms of knowledge,
skills and attitudes. Serious effort is needed to operate this reversal of perspective, to
overcome the logic that has led to accentuating the importance of the subject content and
giving priority to logic training, being attentive to the training objectives, if taken together, in
view of the integral formation and integrated personality. In this perspective, we pose in
cross-reference the educational objectives common to different disciplines.
Interdisciplinary teaching modules
Disciplinary training modules can be connected in interdisciplinary teaching
modules, so the teaching of the different teachers is connected, coordinated, directed towards
the pursuit of the same educational objectives. The aggregation of multiple disciplines allows
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the teacher in charge of organizing the teaching units, albeit for different disciplines in the
context of teaching modules, to achieve the same learning objectives (learning objectives
transverse). But the disciplines can be handled by different teachers, who must commit to
identifying cross-cutting objectives.
Multidisciplinarity
The multidisciplinary then, unlike the interdisciplinary, is to link the different training
objectives to achieve the understanding of the same phenomenon from different aspects
disciplinary. The study of a topic from the perspective of different disciplines is an example
of multidisciplinary (more teachers converge on the posing of a unit argument). The
multidisciplinary nature, in this case, can be seen as a form of concentration and content of
educational activities around a common theme or topic (central or core unifying topic).
5. Turkish Studies in journals from 2005 through 2014 were read and analyzed. What
particular issues have scholars working in various disciplines addressed. When the
interdisciplinary nature of the research they conducted was analyzed, it was observed that
most of the studies were experimental and some of them are content analyses.
Results show that overall, reading, writing, Art, and Technology are the subjects most
commonly integrated into social and Turkish language lessons. General science course that
covers topics in Biology, Chemistry and Physics is also suitable to use interdisciplinary
teaching approach. Integrating science into other disciplines brings about meaning to science,
helps students understand the role of science in daily life. In Turkey, Math subjects require
students to draw graphics schema, so in many studies Visual Arts and Music lessons are
integrated into Mathematics lessons.
In Turkish educational system, cross-curricular studies are given importance in many
fields. Turkish educational system and curriculum is structured in the light of constructivist
approach. In addition to traditional approach, constructivist approach has visible positive
effects on students' cognitive and affective levels. Studies suggest that it can be very difficult
for teachers to develop their own interdisciplinary curriculum. Teachers should be informed
about interdisciplinary teaching approach. In many studies to be able to measure the effect of
interdisciplinary approach on students’ problem solving ability, teachers were educated about
what it means.
Common problem
Turkish curriculum, just like in the other partner countries, is highly condensed and the
lack of time is a problem for teachers to prepare lessons designed using the interdisciplinary
teaching approach.
Importance
Interdisciplinary/cross-curricular teaching is often seen as a way to develop students'
cognitive achievement. It is seen as a way to support goals such as transfer of learning,
teaching students to think and reason, and providing a curriculum more relevant to students.
Therefore all the teachers in all subject areas should implement interdisciplinary work to some
extent.
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CHAPTER 3
Mediating tools for cross-curricular learning

It is obvious that teachers who are willing to embrace cross-curricular teaching and
learning cannot enter the class empty-handed. As a matter of fact, such an approach requires
quite a lot of preparation in order to achieve its target. Therefore, this chapter offers a
selection of teaching aids which can be embedded in the classroom activities with the purpose
of making teaching more attractive and learning more meaningful. They can serve varied
aims, from presenting the new content to assessing students’ knowledge and skills and cater
for different learning styles.
POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS
PowerPoint, a very accessible way to create and present information, has been
extensively used in classroom settings. Its features, such as easy to create designs and easy to
perform changes compared to other visual aids, make it a useful tool in education.
VIDEOS
Teachers can take advantage of the fact that videos appeal to students and turn them into
interactive communication instruments inside the classroom. The possibilities are practically
endless due to the expansion of the internet, where we can find numerous advertisments,
documentaries, tutorials. Engaging the learners, while acting as a great source of information,
videos bring the whole world into the classroom or take students on, otherwise, impossible
journeys. Currently, videos are also used in flipped classrooms. Teachers provide the students
with the study material in advance and they use the lesson for clarification and extension,
while students learn at their own pace at home.
EXPERIMENTS
Experiments have been known as the trademark of science classes. Thanks to the many
sites available, any teacher can now include in their lessons basic and cost efficient
experiments and facilitate learning for students of multiple intelligences. Of course, in this
case the aims are different than those of a science class and may use the knowledge students
acquired during those classes. For example, the reconstruction of da Vinci’s self supporting
bridge during a history lesson dedicated to the study of Renaissance might enhance the
students’ engagement in the topic.
INFOGRAPHICS
Infographics are visual representations of information which communicate a message in
an engaging way and presents data meaningfully. Using the Internet, teachers and students
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can create different types of infographics, such as statistical, timeline, informational, process,
or personal ones with the purpose of revision or introduction of new content.
ORIGAMI
Origami, the ancient art of folding paper, can be used during a variety of classes not
only as a beautiful craft activity. It may represent an inexpensive way of helping the students
to get involved in activities which require using their hands and, at the same time, contribute
to the development of abilities specific to different fields, such as mathematics, languages, art,
history, geography, or science. Teachers can find numerous tutorials on the Internet,
according to the topic of their lesson. For example, at the beginning of a unit about the
Ancient Egypt, they can ask the students to follow the instructions and build a 3D pyramid
from origami paper, which could represent the starting point of the topic.
MODELING CLAY
Frequently used in primary-school art classes, modeling clay or plasticine may bring the
three-dimensional, kinesthetic and sensory approach to learning in school environments for
older students, too. A relatively new teaching approach, STEAM (science, technology,
engineering, art and mathematics) can employ the use of modeling clay. The idea can be
expanded into creating clay dioramas.
BOARD GAMES
Board games can be adapted and used with educational purposes in the formal settings.
They will bring engagement and reduce the time the students need to learn, remember or
apply new knowledge and information. Teachers can use the rules of the well-known game
Activity in order to revise content. The teacher writes some key-words on slips of paper and
the students must make the class guess them by using mime, drawings or oral descriptions.
Besides reinforcing already acquired content, this game appeals to different learning styles.
On the other hand, the students can create their own board games using a topic studied before.
For example, after reading Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland or any other book or story, the
students are asked to design the board and the rules, which contain information from the text.
Another idea is to make a giant board game/ hopscotch and ask students to perform some
tasks (such as solving maths problems, answering questions from different fields) in order to
move forward to the finish line.
STORY PEBBLES
Story pebbles may be purchased from specialized shops or made by the students or the
teachers themselves. They can be used as resources for creative writing or simply for
developing fluency in the mother tongue or a foreign language.

MINI BOOKS
Mini books (student’s book and teacher’s book) can be created when the teachers design
their own content. They represent a way of keeping track of the material used. With special
online programmes, these books can be turned into flip–books.
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PLICKERS
Plickers is a free application which requires cards with a unique number which can be
assigned to different students. The cards can be downloaded for free from
www.plickers.com/cards or purchased on www.amazon.com . Only the teacher needs to have
the application on their phone or tablet, which makes digital learning possible in school
environments where students do not have or are not allowed to use mobile technology during
classes. Each side of the card represents an answer. There is a Classes page where the teachers
can add the students’ names and the numbers are automatically assigned. Then, the questions
can be added using images also and the teachers can scan the answers and obtain instant
classroom results displayed. The Scoresheet page helps the teacher to monitor the results.
QR CODES
QR codes (quick response) represent images which resemble bar codes and which, if
scanned with a telephone camera, lead you to a certain website, a bookmark, a message or
others. Besides saving a lot of printing paper, this application may help the students find out
new content, get rewards or let others know about their work.

Using these resources in the classroom is time-consuming but the advantages for the
students’ enhanced learning may act as a stimulus for the teacher, too. First of all, they will
make the lessons memorable and we do want our students to remember what has been taught
during the lessons.
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CHAPTER 4
Lesson planning
LESSON PLAN 1
Age: 11-12
Domain: Language and communication
Subject: Romanian language and literature
Lesson: The verb- theoretical and practical concepts
Lesson type: consolidation of the theoretical concepts through practical activities/games
General aims:

developing listening and reading skills;

developing speaking and writing skills.
Objectives, specific competences, values and attitudes (by the end of the lesson, the
students will be able):
O 1 – to use the language correctly and adecquately in producing and receiving the messages
required by the activity;
O 2 – to read correctly, coherently, fluently and expresively texts and rubrics (using different
types of reading techniques);
O 3 – to use the terminology specific to the verb, the grammatical analysis, the stylistical and
the structural instruments of the suggested texts;
O 4 – to identify the verbs, based on the definitions, in any context;
O 5 – to support, through oral or written examples, the particularities of the grammatical
categories of the verb (mood, tense, person, number), of the morfological and sintactical
values of this part of speech;
O 6 – to write a short text starting from the title and the explanations related to the structure
and the content of the text;
O 7 – to co-operate with the teacher and their peers;
O 8 – to make cross-curricular connections.
Methods: learning by doing, learning by discovering, game, problem-solving, peer-teaching,
creative writing, group work, grammar analysis.
Aids: PPT, handouts.
Reference:

Ionita, F. et al. (2009). Literatură. Limbă română. Comunicare pentru clasa V,
Bucuresti: Editura Art Grup Editorial.
PROCEDURE
REVIEW
The teacher asks the students about what they studied during the previous Romanian language
classes: What topic are we studying? What is the verb? What are the aspects studied so far?
The teacher checks the homework. The students had to write a short text about childhood and
to underline the verbs used.
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INTRODUCTION
The teacher says that their activity will be led by the motto No verbs, no communication and
she will check the theoretical aspects of the verb, the first part of speech studied during the
fifth grade.
The teacher tells the students that their activity will be coordinated by a computer, which will
suggest ten tasks, represented by ten steps to follow. The students read the rubrics, acting as
teachers and students. The teacher asks additional questions if necessary.
LEAD-IN
Step 1
Read the lyrics silently, underline the verbs, then, when it is your turn, read aloud, according
to your number.
The students will identify the verbs, then, with a musical background, they will read the lyrics
of the poem Children learn what they live by Dorothy Law Nolte (Annex 1).
Step 2
We are going to play a game called Questions and answers. You will receive a strip of paper
containing a sentence (a question or an answer). Read the sentence.
The students read the sentences on the handout (Annex 2) and then, they will do a chain
reading, following the given order.
Each student gets a handout containing a sentence, a question or an answer, related to the
theoretical concepts about the verb. The sentences are numbered 1-12, either the questions or
the answers. When the teacher gives the signal, the student who has question number 1 starts
and then, without the teacher’s interference, the students read all the sentences on the strips of
paper. The game develops students’ attention, helps them memorize definitions which are,
otherwise, difficult to remember. After the students have read the questions and the answers,
they give examples of sentences to illustrate the category of mood, which represents the new
content introduced during the fifth grade. They give examples of infinitive verbs, specific to
different school subjects: maths, art, music, physical education, geography.
Step 3
The sentences on the strips contain underlined verbs. On the back of each strip, you will find
a task. Do the task.
The students write the infinitive form of the verb and then they put the verb into the correct
form. Some of the children read the spine indicated by the teacher.
Step 4
Read the lyrics carefully, identify the verbs using the questions and then analyze the first one.
If children live with security,
They learn to have faith in themselves and others.
Step 5
Give examples of sentences in which to be is a main verb and sentences in which it is an
auxiliary. Underline the verbs.
The students read their sentences aloud.
Step 6
Creative writing
Suggested titles
Let’s learn… from the birds!
I wish I could learn … from the plants.
Learn… from the flowers.
I learn… from everything.
The students choose one of the suggested titles and create a five-line rhyme, so that each line
begins with the verb from the title (keeping the same form of the verb) and the potential
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teacher belongs to the same lexical field. The students give examples of words belonging to
the following lexical fields: birds, plants, flowers.
RETENTION AND TRANSFER
Step 7
Write a sentence about what each specialist is doing. (the students are presented pictures with
characters performing different actions)
Step 8
Everyday recipe
Ingredients:
2 spoonfuls of PACIENCE
1 cup of KINDNESS
a pinch of HOPE
a small amount of POLITENESS
add CONSENT
a little CARE
a few springs of SYMPATHY
a bunch of KIND-HARTEDNESS
Spice it with COMMON SENSE.
Simmer the mixture and have a good day!
The students will read the recipe and they will orally discuss its message and the steps to
follow in order to have a successful “product”.
Step 9
The students present a recipe for their whole life.
The teacher sets the homework: Conjugate the verb to learn using all the moods and the
tenses studied.

Annex 1
Children Learn What They Live
by Dorothy Law Nolte
If children live with criticism,
They learn to condemn.
If children live with hostility,
They learn to fight.
If children live with ridicule,
They learn to be shy.
If children live with shame,
They learn to feel guilty.
If children live with encouragement,
They learn confidence.
If children live with tolerance,
They learn to be patient.
If children live with praise,
They learn to appreciate.
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If children live with acceptance,
They learn to love.
If children live with approval,
They learn to like themselves.
If children live with honesty,
They learn truthfulness.
If children live with security,
They learn to have faith in themselves and
others.
If children live with friendliness,
They learn the world is a nice place in which
to live.

Annex 2
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
1.Which is the part of speech have you studied so far this year?
1.The first part of speech was the verb.
2.Why do you think that we started with the verb and not with the noun, the pronoun, the
adjective or with the numeral?
2.We think that we started with the verb because this is the most important part of speech in a
sentence. Without the verb, sentences do not usually make sense, consequently there is no
communication. The predicate, and the verb implicitly, represents the core of the
communication.
3.What is the verb, according to the definition you learned this year?
3.According to the definition, the verb is the flexible part of speech that expresses existence,
action or occurrence.
4.What is the element of novelty that appears in the definition?
4.The element of novelty is the phrase flexible part of speech, more precisely, the word
flexible.
5.Why is the verb considered a flexible part of speech?
5.The verb belongs to this morphological category because it changes its form according to
certain grammatical categories.
6.Which are those grammatical categories?
6.These grammatical categories are: the mood, the tense, the number and the person.
7.Which of the grammatical categories mentioned are features of the verb only?
7.Only the mood and the tense are specific to the verb. The other two are borrowed from the
part of speech expressed by the subject of the sentence.
8.Only one of the four grammatical categories was introduced as an element of novelty.
Which one is it and what does it refer to?
8.The element of novelty introduced this year is the mood, which represents the form of the
verb during the speech in order to express the speaker’s opinion about the action.
9.What could be the speaker’s opinion about the action?
9. From the speaker’s point of view, the action could be certain, possible, desired or it could
express an order, a piece of advice or a suggestion.
10.How many categories of moods are you familiar with?
10.There are two categories of moods: personal and impersonal.
11.Can you name the moods?
11.Each category comprises four moods: indicative, conjunctive, conditional, imperative;
infinitive, gerund, participle and supine.
12.Could you assess your level of knowledge about the verb?
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LESSON PLAN 2
Age: 10-11
Domain: Humananities
Subject: History
Unit: Past and present people
Lesson: The Romanians
Aims:

to narate events related to the connections between the geographical environment and
the people’s life;

to identify and to use information from historical evidence;

to assess the people’s role in the development of the events.
Objectives (by the end of the lesson, the students will be able):
O1- to place in time and the space the Romanian etnogenesis;
O2- to identify, using the materials presented, information related to the occupations, the
hanits and the culture of the Romanian people;
O3- to compare the life of the Romanian people in the past with the life in the present;
O4- to apply the knowledge in order to obtain a product.
Strategies:
a) methods: brainstorming, active reading, conversation, learning by discovering,
observation, the Answer-Throw- Ask method, the Star method.
b) aids: PPT, map.
c) interaction: T→S, S→S, SS→SS.
STAGES

1.Organisation
(1’)
2.Review (5’)

3.Warm-up
(3’)

4. Lead-in (6’)
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PROCEDURE
Content
Teacher’s activity
Students’ activity
Checks if the Ss have the
necessary materials
Reminds the students the Ask questions and
work technique.
answers about the studied
Supervises the game.
content during the unit
Clarifies queries.
Past and present people.
Corrects the students if
Are actively involved.
necessary
Suggests a crosswords
Give answers and
puzzle.
complete the crosswords
Quotes Mihail Drumes – puzzle.
The story of the
Romanian people
Helps students guess the Ask questions in order to
title of the lesson.
guess the title of the
Uses the star method.
lesson.

STRATEGIES
Methods

Aids

AnswerThrow- Ask
method

small
ball

Crosswords
puzzle

The Star
method

5.Presentation
(23’)

6.Feed-back
(6’)

Uses a PPT presentation
to locate the Romanian
area.
Asks the students about
the elements of their
national identity.

Identify:
-the location and the
origin
-the language
-the traditional clothing
-the traditions and the
rituals
-churches and fortresses
-personalities.

Organizes the class in 6
groups and supports them
in order to make a group
product.

Identify the area on the
map.
Fill in the information.
Study the material.
Identify information
about the origin of the
Romanian people and the
Romanian language.

Asks the students to
choose a speaker to
present the group
product.
Fills in the summary of
the lesson.

Follow the presentations.
Answer the questions.
Write the conclusions.

Helps the students to:
-identify the area on the
map
-name the characteristics
of the Romanian
language
-describe the traditional
clothes
-name traditions and
rituals
-monasteries and
fortresses
-personalities
Presents the PPT.
Introduces a short video
about famous Romanian
people.
Asks the students to do
the exercises
individually.

Say the poem Our
language.
Present the traditional
clothes.

PPT
map

Learning by
discovering

quotes
PPT

Learning by
discovering

Sing a song

Watch the video.
Fill in.
Write.

Read and do the tasks.
Present the products.
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LESSON PLAN 3
Age: 10-11
Organizational form: Lesson in Patriotism, dedicated to November, 1st, National
Enlighteners Day
Position in the curriculum: Form Tutor Session
Integration areas: history, geography, grammar, arithmetic, literature, music, civics
Didactic materials: slideshow, maps, internet videos, games
1.
Definition
The Patriotism Lesson is a creative extra-curricular form of study in which, through games
and entertaining activities, patriotic education is cultivated. The integration of different areas
of science and art enhances the updating of old and acquiring of new knowledge relating to
history, geography and culture of the native country or town. The Patriotism Lesson is
suitable for celebrating public holidays, patron’s days and significant historical events.
2. Organization of classroom activities
Students are divided into teams named after Bulgarian scholars committed to
enlightening the masses. The space within the classroom is reorganized in a way which
enhances communication and teamwork, contact with the form master and visibility to the
writing board and the computer screen.
3. Progress of the Lesson
3.1. Short welcoming speech which elucidates the contribution of the enlighteners
to education and culture in Bulgaria.
3.2. The Musical Geographer didactic game
Integration areas: geography, music
Description: The game serves for creating an emotional cast of mind. The children sing the
popular patriotic song: “Where Bulgaria is”, whose lyrics are the poem of the renowned
Bulgarian poet Ivan Vazov, which sings the beauty of famous geographical sights. Within the
rhythm and the tempo of the song, these sights are shown one after the other on the map of
Bulgaria.
3.3. The Old Manuscript game
Integration areas: history, grammar
Description: Each team receives an envelope with sheets of paper, which contain
separate words. The students put them in order of their meaning, very much like an ancient
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manuscript is compiled. Thus they receive short written information about the lives and work
of four Bulgarian enlighteners.
Key:
●
Paisiy Hilendarski /Paisius of Hilendar/ was a monk. He created Istoriya
Slavanobolgarskaya /History of the Slav-Bulgarian People/.
●
Vasil Aprilov was a tradesman. He built the first Bulgarian common school in the
town of Gabrovo.
●
Neofit Rilski was the first teacher at the Gabrovo school. He made a geographical
globe and textbooks for his students.
●
Dr Petar Beron was a scientist. He wrote the first textbook from the time of the
Bulgarian Revival, called Riben Bukvar /Fish Primer/.
3.4. Happy Birthday, Bulgaria game exercise
Integration areas: history, mathematics
Description: The students estimate the age of the Bulgarian state by recalling its
year of foundation.
Key: 2015 - 681 = 1334 (years)
3.5. Archeologists game exercise
Integration areas: history, mathematics
Description: The children play at archeologists. They make a virtual visit to
Varna Archeological Museum, where the oldest Bulgarian gold treasure is kept, found at the
Varna Necropolis in 1972 by the archeologist Ivan Ivanov (The teacher demonstrates pictures
and gives short information about the treasure.) The students are given to estimate
approximately in which age it was created, knowing that its age is about 7000 years. For
visual enhancement a timeline is shown.

Key: 4-5 c. BC

3.6. Entertainment activity: doing a crossword puzzle
Integration areas: history, geography
Description: If all the answers are correct, we get the name of the author of the music
and lyrics of the Hymn of the Bulgarian Enlighteners – Dobri Hristov.

1.
The first name of a poet and a revolutionary, who crossed the Danube with his
detachment.
2.
Bulgaria’s longest river.
3.
The Apostle of Freedom.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The capital of Bulgaria.
One of the southern states neighbouring Bulgaria.
Bulgaria’s granary.
A navigable river – Bulgaria’s northern boundary.

3.7. On the StageArtistic creational game
Integration areas: history, literature
Description: The children in the teams play at directors and actors. They allocate
artistically between themselves the verses of the Hymn of the Bulgarian Enlighteners by
Dobri Hristov. They act out the work on the improvised stage in the classroom. The audience
applauds the performances thus expressing the level of their acclaim.

Химн на народните будители!

Чест и слава, вечна слава,

О, будители народни,

вам, будители народни!

цял низ светли имена,

Вашта памет вдъхновява

чисти и сияйни, благородни,

към дела за светли дни.

вий сте наште знамена.

Към дела за светли дни.

Нам за вечни времена.
Горди сме с History славна,
горди сред славянски род.
С Кирил и Методий пламна
пламък светъл на възход.
С писмена към нов живот!
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3.8. Additional creative game: What Bulgaria Has Given to the World.
Integration areas: history, civics
Description: If the students work fast enough, they are offered short information about
five significant contributions of Bulgaria towards world culture.
They discuss it in groups and select the one which they think is the most significant. A team
representative presents the group’s opinion as a mini poster and gives argumentation.
Five Contributions of Bulgaria towards World Culture:
1.
The oldest gold treasure in the world – Varna Necropolis;
2.
The Cyrillic alphabet – Saint Cyril and Saint Methodius and their disciples;
3.
The first transport passenger airplane in the world Douglas
Asen Yordanov;
4.
The cure for cerebral palsy Galantamine – Professor Doctor Dimitar Paskov
5.
The first computer – John Atanasov.

DC-3-

3.9. Final speech which highlights the importance of modern day teachers as the
21 c. enlighteners.
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LESSON PLAN 4
Subject: Language
Topic: The visit card of our region
Objectives (by the end of the lesson, the student will be able to):
- write down the region names and adjectives formed of them;
- write dialect words correctly;
- distinguish the elements of regional costume;
- say regional chants;
- complete the region visit card;
- name the geographical and historical conditions of Czestochowa region;
Methods and techniques: didactic conversation, discussion, practical exercises.
Forms of work: individual, pair, group work.
Materials and tools: visit cards, spelling and idiomatic dictionaries, worksheets, set of
words including dialect words, boards of Czestochowa region, a map, interactive atlas, the
permanent historical exhibition – the interior of rural cottage, regional costumes.
Procedure
1. Organisational activities (the welcome of students, checking the attendance list)
2. Introduction to the subject – distribution of visit cards to students, analysis of their
contents, dictionary exercises of the words: a visit card, a country,
a region.
Writing down the topic of lesson – THE VISIT CARD OF OUR REGION
Students get cards (WORKSHEET No 1) – THE VISIT CARD OF OUR REGION
which will be completed in the lesson.
3. The didactic conversation about characteristics of the Częstochowa region.
Guiding question: What are border regions of Czestochowa? (students reply,
they point to the regions on the map - Malopolska, Wielkopolska, Silesia)
Visualisation of the Black Madonna Monastery as a pilgrimage centre (multimedia
presentation, BOARD NO 1)
4. Spelling activities relating to the names of regions and of districts (pair work WORKSHEET NO 2).
- completing "the visit card of our region" – the LOCATION on the border of
MALOPOLSKA, SILESIA and WIELKOPOLSKA
5. The didactic conversation about the history of Częstochowa region.
Guiding question: What is the result of the fact that the Czestochowa region belonged
administratively to different structures? (the area is not very consistent and united, and the
folk culture has many features in common with neighbour regions)
- the interactive map
- completing "the visit of the region" - HISTORY (numerous administrative changes)
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6. Group works, boys, girls put regional costumes on mannequins, they use
the display on the board (BOARD NO 2)
- completing "the visit card of the region" - ELEMENTS OF FOLK CULTURE:
COSTUMES
(The woman: a white blouse, an apron, high laced boots, red beads, bonnets;
The man: linen shirt with a red bow, linen trousers, high boots, blue vest, long jacket
with a woolen belt, a broad-brimmed hat)
7. Didactic conversation about the language of the Częstochowa region residents
Elements of discussion - recognising the dialect meanings of words (WORKSHEET No
3)
-guguły
-chachmęcić
-chachmęt
-chapcie
-zalewajka

-turlikać się
-bateryjka
-zrywka
-dziorga
- piterek

- completing ‘the visit card of our region” – ELEMENTS OF FOLK CULTURE: DIALECT
8. The didactic conversation - songs as a form of the language.
Chants: “Michał”, “Koza”, “Przepióreczka” (the performance of folk singers Wrzosowianie)
- completing the visit card of the region" - ELEMENTS OF FOLK CULTURE: chants
9. The film presentation of the regional custom: tearing geese feathers
- completing “the visit card of the region" - ELEMENTS OF FOLK CULTURE: CUSTOMS
10. Homework: Write a short text using dialect words.
11. Evaluation: distributing pieces of paper for the lesson feedback

WORKSHEET NO 2
THE NAME OF THE
REGION
Śląsk

THE NAME OF THE
CITIZEN
Ślązak

THE ADJECTIVE MADE OF
THE NAME OF REGION
Śląski

THE NAME OF THE
COUNTRY
Dania

THE NAME OF THE
RESIDENT
Duńczyk

THE ADJECTIVE MADE OF
THE NAME OF REGION

Duński
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BOARD NO 1

BOARD NR 2
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WORKSHEET NO 3
Explain the meaning of the dialect phrases.
-guguły
-chachmęcić
-chachmęt
-chapcie
-zalewajka

-turlikać się
-bateryjka
-zrywkadziorga
-piterek
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LESSON PLAN 5

Age: 12-13
Curriculum content: Interaction between the Earth and the human being; the
management of the Earth’s natural resources.
Module: The geological history of the Earth
Lesson Subject: The rocks in my area and not only... (outdoor lesson)
General objectives:
1. Developing the skills of explanation the phenomena and processes in inanimate
nature in the geological time scale, and perception of these processes in the surrounding
reality.
2. Developing the students’ scientific view by the observation and logical inference
- the students understand the laws of nature by observations, experiences and analysis of their
results.
Specific objectives:
The student knows:

definitions – geology, igneous rock, sedimentary rock, metamorphic rock, loose rock,
powdery rock, hard rock;

the names of basic rock types and minerals that build the Earth's crust (granite,
limestone, quartz, mica, feldspar).
The student understands:

how the rock arises and what it is made of;

what shaping factor decided on the surface and the types of rocks in the area.
A student is able to:

acquire information from various sources independently (materials prepared by the
teacher),

recognise the rocks and minerals based on the physical characteristics,

distinguish sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks,

solve problems using available materials, use the stratigraphic table (the table history
of the Earth)

self-assess.
Teaching aids and reference materials:

types of minerals and rocks, magnifying glasses, hammers, containers with water,
vinegar, information signs about rocks and minerals, worksheets prepared by the teacher that
students fill during the class
Methods and forms of work:

working in groups using active methods;

learning by doing;

research method through experiment (the student alone makes final conclusions)
Lesson procedure
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1. Students are divided into four groups. Each group has a task to do: they must find
types of rocks and minerals hidden by the teacher in a specific area around the school.
2. The teacher explains students conditions in which different types of rocks are created.
The teacher explains that there are minerals in the composition of the rocks. The teacher lists
the names and shows examples of minerals building rocks.
3. Each group assigns the rocks found with the same rocks on the didactic path and
compares them. The students use the descriptions situated next to types of rocks on the path.
4. The teacher explains how to do the exercises (completing worksheets).
5. Students make observations with the help of a magnifying glass, hammers and vinegar.
They record the results on the worksheets. The teacher gives instructions to students.
6. After completing the worksheets, students make self-assessment by comparing their
answers with the correct answers given on cards handed out by the teacher after students
finish the exercise.
7 Summary and evaluation of work:
A roundup:
a) What did you learn in the class?
b) What did you like most about the class?
c) What was not interesting for you?
Homework: Explain what limestone, granite, chalkand sandstone are used for.
Worksheet – Rocks
Complete the table, base on your own observations and the information
the rocks on the didactic path:
The name The type
The
Colour
Are
of the rock of the rock –
construction of
minerals
*transformed
the rockvisible?
*Igneous
*solid
*sedimentary
*hard
*loose
(powdery)

on the signs next to
The
time of
origin

Vinegar
reaction

The simplified version of the Earth history
Geological eras
Cenozoic

Geological periods
Quaternary

Rock formation
Sandy - gravel sediments, clay, loess,
alluvial soils

Tertiary
Mesozoic

Cretaceous
Jura
Trias

White limestones, iron ore
Dolomites, yellow limestone, shales, marl,
sandstones
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Paleozoic

Perm
Carboniferous
Devonian
Silurian

Coal, conglomerates, clays, mudstones,
shales greywacke
Granite, basalt

Ordovician
Cambrian
Precambrian

Proterozoic
Archaean
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Solidification of the Earth's crust

LESSON PLAN 6
Age: 10-11
Subjects: Italian, English, Science
Topic: The Wizard of Oz, fantastic and realistic elements in the Fantasy genre/ from fantasy
to reality; natural disasters.
Aims:

to find out elements of fantasy;

to identify fiction from non-fiction;

to compare and contrast realistic and fanciful features;

to review vocabulary related to natural disasters;

to describe the causes of earthquakes and identify where they usually occur
(especially referring to Italy) ;

to understand that earthquakes have different magnitudes and these impact
differently.
Objectives (by the end of the lesson the students will be able to):

identify the main characteristics of fantasy genre:

the difference between fantasy and realistic fiction;

find out fantastic and realistic elements in ‘The wizard of Oz’;

comprehend oral, audiovisual and written messages related to natural disasters;

identify keywords for natural disasters especially referring to earthquakes;
Methods and forms of work: individual, whole class, pair work, brainstorming
Resources: digital whiteboard, worksheets, videos, PowerPoint, images
Lesson procedure
First Part
Starter: a short video from The Chronicles of Narnia introduces the topic and
stimulates students’ attention and curiosity;
Brainstorming activity: students compare their ideas about the new genre;
Main teaching activity: the teacher shows a PowerPoint presentation detailing the
Fantasy genre features; a small talk identifies the fantasy characteristics and explains them;
Conclusion: the tornado scene from ‘The Wonderful Wizard of Oz’ introduces the
difference between real and fantastic places and leads to the second part of the lesson
Second Part
Starter: the teacher asks students if they can remember the types of natural disasters
discussed in the last lesson, then they should identify different natural disasters and define
some of them;
Main teaching activity: Teacher explains to students that the aim of the lesson is to
focus on earthquakes which frequently occur in Europe, particularly in Italy.
After a brief introduction, the teacher shows a video of tectonic plates and their role in
the formation of earthquakes.
The video is followed by a short conversation to familiarize the students with some new
words related to the topic, then the students complete a worksheet working in pairs.
Conclusion: both the teachers give homework based on today’s lesson
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LESSON PLAN 7
This activity has an interdisciplinary nature, transferring the information from one
subject to another.
Definition: Interdisciplinarity is the result of combining and integrating contents from
different academic disciplines, crossing the boundaries between them through a combination
of methods, techniques, learning instruments, in the pursuit of creating a teaching approach
which will allow the student to develop the necessary resources to adapt to everyday life, the
integrating thinking skills.
● TYPE OF LESSON: Acquiring new information (the student plays an active role)
● LESSON VERSION: lesson based on documents
● LESSON TITLE: The Renaissance. 16th Century Europe
● AIM: A systemic approach of the information acquired from different subjects by the
students who form the international class and the integrating of new knowledge using learner
centered teaching methods, favourable to critical thinking development.
● TARGETED COMPETENCES:
I.
KEY COMPETENCES – from the 8 key competences defined at European level,
this activity aims at:

Communication in foreign languages (based on the ability to express and interpret
thoughts, feelings, facts, in both oral and written form, and to interact in an appropriate range
of societal and cultural contexts)

basic competences in Science (the ability to use the body of knowledge and
methodology employed to explain the natural world)

“Learning to learn” competences (the ability to organize one's own learning:
problem solving, assimilating and applying new knowledge, in a mixed abilities group)

social and civic competences (personal, interpersonal and intercultural competences
within social groups: respecting the opinions/rules of group members coming from countries
with different traditions and cultures, showing tolerance and will to cooperate)
II.
GENERAL COMPETENCES:

correct use of terminology in foreign languages when presenting and explaining
geographical and historical facts

relating geographical/historical facts to a cartographical support

identifying and explaining the social, civic and cultural dimension of the features of
geographical and historical space.
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SPECIFIC COMPETENCES

OPERATIONAL AIMS
By the end of the activity, the students will
be able to:
- to specify the differences between the
HISTORY
Relating an element to the time factor
present borders and the 16th century borders
of European countries
- to list 6 important personalities of the
Renaissance
- to correctly locate the countries from the
GEOGRAPHY
Locating an element in a geographical
project on the Political Map of Contemporary
space
Europe and regions on the Political Map of
Using acquired geographical/historical
16th Century Europe
information in order to link features,
- to compare the average European population
elements, facts, phenomena
density from different regions of the
Using simple investigation methods
continent, in the two historical periods
(observation, analysis, interpretation)
- to acquire the names of the following
Information processing
pesonalities’s home country: Michelangelo,
- identifying the documents (source, type, Leonardo da Vinci, Donatello, Raphael,
author, date, editing)
Ambroise Paré, Erasmus, Petrarca, Einstein,
- identifying, making a hierarchy and
Nicolaus Copernicus, Nelson Mandela,
comparing the common information from Aristotel,
Dürer,
Titien,
Velasquez,
a set of documents
Shakespeare, Cervantes, Mercator, Rabelais,
- working with different types of
Galileo Galilei, Kepler, Henry the Navigator,
documents: texts, pictures, maps
Vasco da Gama, Christopher Columbus,
Analysing the elements from the European Magellan
reality, observed directly and indirectly
- to correctly locate the home country of these
personalities on the map
- to recognize in the pictures, the following
ARTS
Acknowledging the defining 16th century works: The Creation of Adam, Pieta, Mona
artistic
features
through
picture Lisa
observation practice
- to link the works above to their creators:
Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci
- to understand the written English text
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Understanding the global meaning of a
- to communicate in English on the studied
simple clear message, delivered in English topic
and French
● MATERIALS:
a). Objects: puzzle and domino b). Written and graphic: Europe – roadmap, 16th century
Europe - political and population density map, Europe – 2014 political and population density
map, pictures taken from Wikipedia.
● EVALUATION: a). Content Evaluation: oral evaluation through elliciting answers to
questions, evaluation of the worksheet, puzzle and domino; b). Evaluation of thinking
strategies use: transferring the information from one lesson to another, from one subject to
another and organizing it.
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The Renaissance
16th Century Europe
WORKSHEET
(Teachers)

1.GROUPWORK
a. Make the two puzzles.
b. Choose from the following names a title for the two documents. Stick on the puzzels the
two titles.
The Political Map of the World
The 16th Century Map of Vegetation
The Map of Ancient Europe
The Political Map of Europe
The Vegetation Map of Europe
The 16th Century Population Density Map
2. INDIVIDUAL WORK
Stick on the worksheet the two pictures that show the puzzles you have discovered. Write
the titles of maps.

DOC. 1 ______________________________

DOC. 2 _______________________

3. GROUPWORK
Find the participating countries on ”The Political Map of Europe” document and stick
their corresponding flag.
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4. GROUPWORK
Compare the two maps and identify the differences among the participant countries:
their borders and the distribution of their population. Write them down.
- Italy was divided into several states, but it was a populated region (in the North more
than 40 inhabitants/km2), similar to the present (100-200 inhabitants/ km2)
- Poland had its West part occupied by the Kingdom of Boemia, with a smaller
population in the 16th century (less than 20 inhabitants/km2) compared to the present (100200 inhabitants/km2)- Bulgaria, as well as a part of Romania, were under Otoman Empire ruling, with
population densities of less than 20 inhabitants/km2 in the 16th century, and 50-100
inhabitants/km2 today.
5. GROUPWORK
Read the text and underline the most important events of the 16th century.
The Renaissance (coming back to life, going back to the past), historical period when
important artistic and intellectual changes take place, has its beginnings in the 14th century,
having its apogee in the 15-16th centuries.
The Renaissance began in Italy, where the spiritual ”renaissance” takes place, based on
the revival of respect for ancient Greek and Roman culture.
The 16th century was a period of progress in all domains, of transition from the medieval
society to the modern one. Commercial expansion was encouraged, which led to the great
geographical discoveries (Henry the Navigator, Vasco de Gama, Christopher Columbus,
Ferdinand Magellan).
The Humanists, scientists of the Renaissance, founded the natural modern sciences (based
on experiment and mathematical calculations: Copernicus – the Heliocentric System, Galileo
Galilei, Kepler, Leonardo da Vinci).
Petrarch wrote a long poem (Africa) in Vergilius’ style. Rabelais, Cervantes, Shakespeare
became popular as Renaissance writers. Many books were translated from Italian and Latin in
other European languages, which became easy to access after 1450, when Guttenberg in
Germany invented the printing press, invention which marked not only a revolution in the
history of books, but one in the Christian civilization as well.
A new concept on man developed, as a free, dignified being, idea which appeared in the
works of Erasmus of Rotterdam (1466-1536), former Dutch theologian and scholar, who
founded the Humanistic Pedagogy.
Architecture, Plastic and Decorative Arts (silks, velvet, Murano glass), Sculpture,
Painting, all were inspired from the classical Graeco-Roman works, but without copying them
(Michelangelo, Donatello, Rafael, Titien, Velasquez, Durer). In Painting, oil based colours
were used.
For Central European countries, the Renaissance style manifests itself particularly in
Architecture, the Wawel Castle in Kracow (1507-1563) being representative for its Jagellons
funerary chapel, masterpiece of the Polish Renaissance.

Wawel Castle

Jagellons funerary chapel
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6. GROUPWORK .
Select and underline from the column below, the true statements about the 16th century
Europe:
● The 16th century was marked by the Industrial Revolution.
● Important artistic background changes took place.
● It was the period of great geographical discoveries.
● The 16th century was marked by the Renaissance.
● The 16th century represents the rediscovery of Ancient Greek, Roman and Australian
culture.
● Gutenberg invented the printing press.
● Erasmus founded the Humanistic Pedagogy.
● Many books were translated from Italian and Latin in languages of the 16th century Europe.
● The16th century represents the rediscovery of Ancient Greek and Roman culture.
● For Central Europe, the Renaissance is mainly found in the Wawel Castle.
7. GROUPWORK
Identify specific images representing the 16th century in Europe and write what they
represent:

The Creation of Adam
Michelangelo Buonarroti
(1475-1564)
Sistine Chapel, Vatican

Rosen Plevneliev
The President of Bulgaria

Pieta
Michelangelo Buonarroti
Basilica San Pietro,
Vatican

Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519)
the ideal representative of the
Renaissance

Ambroise Paré
(1510-1590)
French surgeon and
anatomist, pioneer in surgery

Erasmus of Rotterdam
(1466 - 1536)
Dutch theologian and scholar
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Petrarch
(1304-1374)
Italian Humanistic prose and
poetry writer

Nelson Mandela
(1918-2013)
politician and the president of
South Africa (1994-1999)

Einstein
(1879-1955)
Physicist

Gioconda or Mona Lisa
Leonardo da Vinci

Nicolaus Copernic
(1473-1543)
astronomer, mathematician,
economist, priest, developed
the Heliocentric Theory on
the Solar System

Aristotle
(384-322 î.Hr.)
Ancient Greek philosopher
and encyclopedist

8. INDIVIDUAL WORK .
Arrange the domino parts, following the rules of the game. Find the rule first.
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9. GROUPWORK.
Leonardo da Vinci was an Italian polymath whose areas of interest included invention,
painting, sculpting, architecture, science, music, mathematics, literature, anatomy, geology,
astronomy, botany, writing, history, poetry, cartography.
Experiment: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoRZc0ZjtEE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksTe0dhvGdg

source: https://www.google.ro/search?q=self+supporting+bridge
And now ... START!

DOC. 1 - The 16th Century Population Density Map

Source: Manual History Geographie
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DOC. 2 – Population Density Map of Europe

Source: http://www.youreuropemap.com/europe_map_6.html
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The Renaissance
16th Century Europe
WORKSHEET
(STUDENTS)
1. GROUPWORK ...................................................................... Time limit: 4 minutes
a. Make the two puzzles.
b. Choose from the following names a title for the two documents. Stick on the
puzzels the two titles.
The Political Map of the World
The 16th Century Map of Vegetation
The Map of Ancient Europe
The Political Map of Europe
The Vegetation Map of Europe
The 16th Century Population Density Map
2. INDIVIDUAL WORK .......................................................... Time limit: 1 minutes
Stick on the worksheet the two pictures that show the puzzles you have discovered.
Write the titles of maps.

DOC. 1

_____________________

DOC. 2 ___________________

3. GROUPWORK ..................................................................... Time limit: 1 minutes
Find the participant countries on ”The Political Map of Europe” document and
stick their corresponding flag.

4. GROUPWORK ...................................................................... Time limit: 4 minutes
Compare the two maps and identify the differences among the participant countries:
their borders and the distribution of their population. Write them down.
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5. GROUPWORK.................................................................. Time limit: 12 minutes
Read the text and underline the most important events of the 16th century.
The Renaissance (coming back to life, going back to the past), historical period when
important artistic and intellectual changes take place, has its beginnings in the 14th century,
having its apogee in the 15-16th centuries.
The Renaissance began in Italy, where the spiritual ”renaissance” takes place, based
on the revival of respect for ancient Greek and Roman culture.
The 16th century was a period of progress in all domains, of transition from the
medieval society to the modern one. Commercial expansion was encouraged, which led to
the great geographical discoveries (Henry the Navigator, Vasco de Gama, Christopher
Columbus, Ferdinand Magellan).
The Humanists, scientists of the Renaissance, founded the natural modern sciences
(based on experiment and mathematical calculations: Copernicus – the Heliocentric System,
Galileo Galilei, Kepler, Leonardo da Vinci).
Petrarch wrote a long poem (Africa) in Vergilius’ style. Rabelais, Cervantes,
Shakespeare became popular as Renaissance writers. Many books were translated from
Italian and Latin in other European languages, which became easy to access after 1450,
when Guttenberg in Germany invented the printing press, invention which marked not only
a revolution in the history of books, but one in the Christian civilization as well.
A new concept on man developed, as a free, dignified being, idea which appeared in the
works of Erasmus of Rotterdam (1466-1536), former Dutch theologian and scholar, who
founded the Humanistic Pedagogy.
Architecture, Plastic and Decorative Arts (silks, velvet, Murano glass), Sculpture,
Painting, all were inspired from the classical Graeco-Roman works, but without copying them
(Michelangelo, Donatello, Rafael, Titien, Velasquez, Durer). In Painting, oil based colours
were used.
For Central European countries, the Renaissance style manifests itself particularly in
Architecture, the Wawel Castle in Cracow (1507-1563) being representative for its Jagellons
funerary chapel, masterpiece of the Polish Renaissance

Wawel Castle

Jagellons funerary chapel
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6. GROUPWORK ...................................................................... Time limit: 2 minutes
Select and underline from the column below, the true statements about the 16th
century Europe:
● The 16th century was marked by the Industrial Revolution.
● Important artistic background changes took place.
● It was the period of great geographical discoveries.
● The 16th century was marked by the Renaissance.
● The 16th century represents the rediscovery of Ancient Greek, Roman and
Australian culture.
● Gutenberg invented the printing press.
● Erasmus founded the Humanistic Pedagogy.
● Many books were translated from Italian and Latin in languages of the 16th century
Europe.
● The16th century represents the rediscovery of Ancient Greek and Roman culture.
● For Central Europe, the Renaissance is mainly found in the Wawel Castle
7. GROUPWORK ................................................................ Time limit: 3 minutes
Identify specific images representing the 16th century in Europe and write what
they represent:
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___________________

__________________

_________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

8. INDIVIDUAL WORK .......................................................... Time limit: 3 minutes
Arrange the domino parts, respecting the rules of the game. First finds the rule.
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9. GROUPWORK .................................................................... Time limit: 3 minutes
Leonardo da Vinci was an Italian polymath whose areas of interest included invention,
painting, sculpting, architecture, science, music, mathematics, literature, anatomy,
geology, astronomy, botany, writing, history, poetry, cartography.
Experiment: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoRZc0ZjtEE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksTe0dhvGdg

source: https://www.google.ro/search?q=self+supporting+bridge
And now ... START!
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LESSON PLAN 8

Subject: English
Level: pre-intermediate
Topic: Helping the Earth
Type of lesson: mixed
Aims:

to understand that everyone is part of a global community.

to discuss how individual actions can affect the Earth.

to use English across the curriculum.
Objectives (by the end of the lesson, the students will be able to):

Correctly use the new vocabulary introduced during the lesson;

Connect ideas on the same topic and express their own opinions and beliefs on it;

Identify causes of pollution and ways to prevent it;

Explain the importance of living in a clean environment.
Skills: integrated skills
Materials/Aids: whiteboard, worksheets, CD player, Video Projector
Class management: whole class, pair work, group work, individual work
Stages of the lesson
Warm-up
Time: 2’
Type of interaction: T-Ss, Ss-T
Purpose: to create a relaxed, non-threatening atmosphere inside the classroom;
Procedure: T greets the Ss and has a small talk about the weather and she wants
to know if the weather influences their mood.
Lead-in-activities : Brainstorming and Puzzle
Time: 7’
Type of interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss, Ss-T
Purpose: to raise the interest of the Ss in the topic of the new lesson;
Procedure: -1.T writes the word “weather “ on the whiteboard and asks and the Ss
come up with all the words that spontaneously cross their minds
related to this word.
-2. T asks the Ss to find in a puzzle as many words connected to the weather as
they can, then come to the whiteboard and complete the web.
Pre-listening activities
Activity 1
Time: 4’
Type of interaction: T-Ss, Ss-T
Purpose: to focus Ss’ attention on the topic
Procedure: T and Ss have a small talk about the causes that produce changes in the
climate (pollution, global warming).
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Activity 2
Time: 5’
Type of interaction: T-Ss, Ss-T
Purpose: to familiarize Ss with some words connected to climate changes.
Procedure: T gives Ss a worksheet and asks them to work in pairs and match some words
connected to climate change (the letters) to their meanings (the numbers).
Listening and while-listening activities
Time: 7’
Type of interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss, Ss-T
Purpose: to practice listening skills
Procedure: T asks the Ss to watch a video on Earth pollution and then she shares handouts
containing the gapped transcript of the video and asks the Ss to listen again and try to fill in
the blanks.
Post-listening activities
Activity1
Time: 6’
Type of interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss, Ss-T
Purpose: to practice listening comprehension
Procedure: - T asks Ss to work in group of 4 and answer some questions about the video, then
check the answers with the whole class.
Here are the questions:
Which is the main idea of the video?
Is it important to keep the Earth clean?
Which are the main problems that the video presents?
What are the effects of global warming in today’s society?
Which are the negative effects of the Green House gases that the video presents?
What do the scientists predict?
Activity 2
Time: 7’
Type of interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss, Ss-T
Purpose: to give further practice in using terms connected to global warming and
pollution;
Procedure: T asks Ss to work in pairs and fill in the blanks of the text about global
warming on a worksheet, then check their answers with the whole class.
Activity 3
Time: 3’
Type of interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss, Ss-T
Purpose: to have fun
Procedure: T asks Ss to work in pairs and solve the crossword on the worksheet she gives
them, then check their answers with the whole class.
Activity 4
Time: 2’
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Type of interaction: T-Ss, Ss-T
Purpose: raise Ss’ awareness about global warming and pollution;
Procedure: T asks Ss about what they are going to do to make the world a better place to live.
Follow-up
Time:2’
Type of interaction: T-Ss
Purpose: to give feedback and to assign the homework
Procedure: T praises the Ss for their work and assigns as homework to write a short essay
(about 200 words) with the title “How can we make our town a better place to live?”
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LESSON PLAN 9

SUBJECT: English
LESSON: Bridges
VOCABULARY: arch, suspension, cable-stayed, beam bridge, span, pier, idioms
related to bridges
AIMS:
-to integrate other areas of the curriculum through English
-to practise writing, listening and speaking skills
OBJECTIVES (by the end of the lesson, the students will be able to):
-to describe four types of bridge design
-to express their opinion giving reason
-to identify figurative meanings of bridges
MATERIALS: sheets of paper, markers and coloured pencils, handouts, PPT (famous
bridges)
Stages
Lead-in
Before the class, T lays out sheets of paper in pairs, edge to edge. For each pair, T draws
the outline of a different type of bridge across the two sheets (beam, arch, suspension and
cable-stayed). T hands each student a piece of the prepared paper. Students have five minutes
to create a work of art using the lines as a starting point. At the end of the time period allotted
the students find their sheet of paper that matches and completes the initial drawing. Each pair
sticks their art on the walls and describes it.
Presentation
Students watch a video and identify the type of bridge.
http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/videos/greece-bridge/
Students match words with definitions (words from the video.
Practice
Importance of bridges- watch video again and take notes about the Rio-Antirrio Bridge
in Greece (country, numbers and figures, type of bridge chosen and why, main challenges for
the builders)
Students create mind maps – importance of bridges starting from the need expressed in
the video.
News flash-a bridge has disappeared overnight from the river. What would be the
impact on all the aspects of daily life?
Both literally and symbolically, bridges create connections, making our world a smaller
place. What does this sentence mean? How do bridges make “our world a smaller place”?
Teacher shows pictures representing the literal meaning of the following idioms:
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burn one’s bridges
cross the bridge
water under the bridge
Students gasp the figurative meaning of the chunk and include it in sentences.
Version 1-iVotes
I vote quiz
Teacher gives each student the I vote to do the quiz. Teacher explains how to use it,
students log in. T tells students they must listen as he/she reads out some questions and press
the correct button on the I vote to choose the correct answer. There are fifteen questions,
numbered 1-15.
Teacher reads out the questions in order, beginning each time by stating the question
number. When Teacher finishes the questions, she tells the students to check the answers on
the whiteboard. Teacher explains the result the students achieved. In addition, there is the
evaluation question if students enjoyed the class

Version 2- Bingo
T gives each student a Bingo card. T tells students they must listen as he/she reads out
some questions. There are sixteen questions, numbered 1-16. T tells the students that they
must listen and write the answer for each question in the corresponding square on their Bingo
card.
T reads aloud the questions in random order, beginning each time by clearly stating the
question number. When T finishes the questions, she tells the students to exchange their bingo
cards and then she reads out the answers. T explains that they should give one point for each
correct answer. In addition if every answer in a horizontal line is correct, they should award
an extra five points. Similarly, if every answer in a vertical line is correct, they should award
an extra five points. The winner is the student with the most number of points.
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LESSON PLAN 10

Subject: Maths
Lesson: Wonderful proportions
Inter-disciplinary connections: Maths and Geometry, Science, ICT, Art
General aims:

The pupil is able to orient himself in time and space using a typical mathematical
concept: “The ratio between the dimensions” (or aspect ratio). Moreover, the pupil is able to
observe and understand facts, phenomena and pieces of art.
Background:

This lesson is connected with a broader framework which is meant to help the pupil to
learn and use the concept of ratio between numbers and between numbers and measurement
and it is aimed at helping him to express it on a decimal system or fraction basis. During this
activity the pupil will be lead to the discovery of the “golden section”, a concept which
represents a standard of perfection, balance and harmony both in art and science.
Specific Competences:

Knowledge: the pupil knows and understand the meaning of the” Golden section”
concept in Geometry
Skills:

The pupil proves and verifies the presence of the “Golden Section” in several shapes
submitted by the teacher. He/She uses measurement tools appropriately.
Methodology:

Frontal lesson to introduce the argument

Pair or small group work ( 2o 3 pupils)

Experimental verification
Means and tools:

IWB, operative sheets, working drawing tools, calculator, measurements tools,
“Geogebra” software.
Activities:
Connection to Technical Drawing

The teacher introduces his pupils to the notions of segment and golden rectangle and
carries out their technical construction using a software. He submits his pupils an operative
sheet where they have to, with the help of measurements tools and calculator, recognize the
presence of the golden ratio
Connection to Art

The teacher proposes the examination of an artistic artifact connected to its historical
period and geographical collocation and leads his pupils to the discovery of the “Golden
Ratio”
Connection to Science and Technical Drawing

The teacher leads his pupils to the discovery of the “Golden Ratio” contained in nature
and in some things of everyday usage (credit cards, SIM cards).

The teacher asks his pupils to verify the existence of the “Golden Ratio” in the human
body. They will complete operative sheets after having carried out measurements on a school
mate who will be used as a “model”.
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LESSON PLAN 11

Level: Pre-intermediate
Topic: Nature in Romanticism (Italian – English – Geography)
Aims:

to recognize the most important Romantic contents, through the analysis of poetry

to use English across the curriculum

to analyse the function of Nature through the comparison of the same literary
movement in two different countries
Objectives: by the end of the lesson, the students will be able:

To recognize new vocabulary used during the lesson

To be able to analyse a Romantic poem

To make comparisons between poems written by English and Italian writers
Materials: blackboard, worksheets, Interactive Board
Class Management: Whole class, pair work, individual work
Stages of the lesson (English part)
Warm –up / Brainstorming
Purpose: to review contents related to Romanticism, including some mentions of the
historical background
Procedure: Oral discussion
Listening Activity and analysis of the Poems: “The Daffodils” by Wordsworth and
“L’Infinito” by Leopardi
Purpose: to analyse the poem, highlighting all the aspects related to Nature
Post listening activities
Activity 1: Find the synonyms
Activity 2: Crosswords
Activity 3: Fill the gaps
Activity 4: Answer the questions
Activity 5: Choose the right answer
Purpose: To practise about the meaning of the poetry as well as its vocabulary
Conclusion: Discussion about the function of Nature in the two poems; the students will write
a few lines about that topic in Italian and in English as homework
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CONCLUSIONS
The cross-curricular teaching and learning expand the mental horizons of the students
and ensure the transfer of knowledge from one area to another, thus extending their cognitive
interests.
The interdisciplinary connections not only play an important role for the construction
of a common conceptual system, but also reveal the general laws and theories of the
development of nature. They contribute to the formation of a uniform system of laws and
theories of micro and mega world. The curiosity of the students is provoked and they get used
to digging deeper into the essence of the studied phenomena and to forming their own opinion
in the surrounding reality.
The appropriate and naturally established connections between different subjects help
students build complete interconnected generalized notions of objective reality and clarify the
nature of the interconnections and interdependence of natural phenomena.
Interdisciplinary connections are deeply embedded in the new curriculum and state
educational requirements and are inherent in teaching at school, yet they are impossible just
on the basis of programs and course books. What cross-curricular teaching cannot do without
is the life contact between schoolteachers. Schools should be regarded as living encyclopedia
made up of people. In fact the school is much richer than the encyclopedia, because it is a
place where teachers and students find connections between various disciplines and thus
create new knowledge and ideas in time and space.
Everyone agrees that it is virtually impossible to study effectively the problems of
economics, politics, culture, without taking into account the fact that they require the
exchange of knowledge from all subjects and at the same time offer an ideal opportunity for
comparison and analysis.
Nowadays knowledge is impossible if it is not based on contact and exchange of
information between the different branches of science and hence on the close contacts
between teachers with their specific skills and experience. So, the main challenge that every
teacher (in any field taught)faces is to prove his students that the division of science into
separate subjects is intended only to facilitate deeper learning rather than dividing into
separate, unrelated parts.
Interdisciplinary relationships as an important factor in optimizing the process of learning
require psychological preparation and organization of each teacher. Teachers have to conduct
a preliminary study of the opportunities and to plan properly the activities, making sure not to
overdose them. It is essential to choose appropriate methods for implementing lessons
combining two or more subjects such as finding ways to increase the cognitive activity of
students, to make them feel satisfied with what they learn and achieve in a given area and
methods to control the curiosity of the students and their desire to waste time in class through
asking endless questions, disguised as striving for knowledge.
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